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Models of receptive eld dynamics in visual cortexAbstractThe position, size, and shape of the receptive eld (RF) of some cortical neurons changedynamically, in response to articial scotoma conditioning (Pettet & Gilbert, 1992) and toretinal lesions (Chino et al., 1992; Darian-Smith & Gilbert, 1995) in adult animals. TheRF dynamics are of interest because they show how visual systems may adaptively overcomedamage (from lesions, scotomas, or other failures), may enhance processing eciency byaltering RF coverage in response to visual demand, and may perform perceptual learning.This paper presents an aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity rule and a lateral inhibitorysynaptic plasticity rule { the EXIN rules (Marshall, 1995a) { to model persistent RF changesafter articial scotoma conditioning and retinal lesions. The EXIN model is compared to theLISSOM model (Sirosh et al., 1996) and to a neuronal adaptation model (Xing &Gerstein, 1994). The rules within each model are isolated and are analyzed independently, toelucidate their roles in adult cortical RF dynamics. Based on computer simulations, theEXIN lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule and the LISSOM lateral excitatory synapticplasticity rule produced the best t with current neurophysiological data on visual corticalplasticity in adult animals (Chino et al., 1992, Darian-Smith & Gilbert, 1995; Pettet &Gilbert, 1992) including (1) the retinal position of the expanding RFs, (2) the amount ofchange in spontaneous activation in the absence of any visual stimulation, (3) the corticotopicdirection in which responsiveness returns to lesioned cortex, (4) the direction of RF shifts,(5) the amount of change in response to blank stimuli, and (6) the lack of dynamic RF changesduring conditioning with a retinal lesion in one eye and the unlesioned eye kept open, in adultanimals. The eects of the LISSOM lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule during articialscotoma conditioning are in conict with those of the other two LISSOM synaptic plasticityrules. A novel \complementary scotoma" conditioning experiment, in which stimulation of twocomplementary regions of visual space alternates repeatedly, is proposed to dierentiate thepredictions of the EXIN and LISSOM rules.Keywords: Articial scotoma and retinal lesions, cortical plasticity, self-organization, neural1
adaptation, EXIN (excitatory + inhibitory) learning.
2
1 IntroductionIn experiments using articial scotoma conditioning (Pettet & Gilbert, 1992) and retinal lesions(Chino et al., 1992; Darian-Smith & Gilbert, 1995), neurons in primary visual cortexcorresponding to a particular region of visual space were deprived of visual stimulation, whileneurons corresponding to a surrounding region received visual stimulation. In response to thesemanipulations, a variety of dynamic changes occurred in the position, size, and shape of thereceptive eld (RF) of some of the neurons. For example, after 15 minutes of articial scotomaconditioning, the RF area of some cortical neurons whose RF was located inside the scotomaexpanded by a factor of ve; after 15 minutes of subsequent normal stimulation, the RF returnedto its original size (Pettet & Gilbert, 1992). The dynamic RF expansion following articialscotoma conditioning in one eye also transfers to the other eye (Volchan & Gilbert, 1994).Pettet and Gilbert (1992) simulated a retinal lesion experiment by presenting a pattern ofmoving lines in the visual eld while masking out an articial \scotoma" region covering theoriginal RF of the recorded neuron. After 10{15 minutes of stimulation, a ve-fold averageexpansion in RF area was found. In the second phase of the experiment, the scotoma region wasunmasked, and moving lines were presented in the whole eld. After several minutes ofstimulation, the RF shrank back to its original extent. The RF expansion and contraction wasrepeatable. A key observation was that stimulation exclusively in the surrounding region wasnecessary for the RF expansion to occur. Exposure to a blank screen for as long as 20 minuteshad little eect on the RF size.Pettet and Gilbert (1992) tested the eect of orientation of the conditioning stimuli onRF expansion, during articial scotoma conditioning. For a few neurons (3 out of 15), they foundan expansion with iso-orientation conditioning stimuli and did not nd an expansion with theorthogonal pattern. In these cases, the orthogonal pattern actually reduced the RF size andresponsiveness of the neuron.Darian-Smith and Gilbert (1995) studied topographic reorganization in the striate cortex ofthe adult cat and monkey after binocular retinal lesions, using physiological and anatomicaltechniques. They found that immediately (between 5 minutes and up to 1 hour) after making3
corresponding retinal lesions of 3:5{14 in diameter, there was a cortical scotoma regioncontaining neurons whose RF was located more than 0.5{1.0 mm inside the initial scotomaboundary. However, cortical neurons located close to or just inside the cortical scotoma boundaryshowed an increase in RF size. The greatest expansion occurred for neurons whose RF waslocated closest to the scotoma boundary. In addition, the expanded RFs shifted centrifugallytoward the outside of the scotoma. Neurons that acquired responsiveness to locations outside thescotoma, i.e., neurons in the recovered region of the original cortical scotoma, were lessresponsive, more sluggish in their response, and more easily fatigued compared to those in normalcortex or in cortex located more than 1 mm outside the cortical scotoma boundary. In spite of thechanges in their RF size and position, these neurons retained some of their original RF properties,such as directionality, orientation specicity, and binocularity.Measurements within the same cortex 2{12 months after the lesions showed that corticalneurons located several millimeters inside the original boundary of the cortical scotoma becameresponsive to stimulation of perilesion retina (Darian-Smith & Gilbert, 1995). Over time, functionreturned to the cortex in a roughly concentric inward direction. The cortical reorganization wasaccompanied by RF shifts. In spite of distortions in representation, topographic order wasmaintained.In contrast to the cortical reorganization, the LGN scotoma and thalamocortical aerentsdid not undergo any change, as reected in electrophysiological recordings and anatomical studies.This led Darian-Smith and Gilbert to conclude that the reorganization of cortical topographyfollowing retinal lesions originates in the cortex and is likely to be mediated, at least in part, bythe long-range collaterals of cortical neurons rather than by thalamocortical aerents.1.1 Signicance of RF dynamicsThe dynamics of RFs are of interest for several reasons. They reveal some of the ways in whichvisual systems may adaptively overcome damage from lesions or scotomas. In addition, theyreveal some of the functional organization of visual cortex (Das, 1997; Gilbert, 1998). Dynamicvisual RFs might also be related to the dynamic response properties found in other cortical areas(Das, 1997), such as the tactile RF expansion/contraction found in adult somatosensory cortex in4
response to intracortical microstimulation (Recanzone, Merzenich, & Dinse, 1992) and localizedperipheral stimulation (Recanzone, Merzenich, Jenkins, Grajski, & Dinse, 1992).Articial scotoma conditioning can elucidate the neural basis of perceptual learning. Inperceptual learning, human observers improve their performance in perceptual tasks such asorientation perception (Fiorentini & Berardi, 1980), vernier acuity (Fahle & Edelman, 1993), anddiscrimination of texture (Karni & Sagi, 1991) after training (repeated performance of aperceptual task). Perceptual learning is stable: it does not wear o after periods without visualstimulation. Furthermore, in these studies perceptual learning was not simply a matter ofbecoming accustomed to the perceptual task. Perceptual learning was specic for features of thetraining stimuli (Crist et al., 1997; Fahle, 1997); it was usually conned to the portion of theretina that was stimulated during training, or the improvement was restricted to the orientationof the training stimuli. Since neurons in the visual cortex are selective for specic stimulusfeatures, repeated presentation of training stimuli repeatedly activates a small group of neurons.Thus, perceptual learning may be realized by cortical plasticity that depends on repeatedactivation of a group of neurons. In articial scotoma conditioning, visual cortical neuronsselective for a particular region of visual space are deprived of visual stimulation while neuronsselective for surrounding visual space receive stimulation. Thus, articial scotoma conditioningprovides a systematic procedure to control the activation of specic groups of neurons and tostudy the neural basis of perceptual learning.1.2 Modeling of RF dynamicsFigure 1 shows the input pathways to primary visual cortical neurons. The RF of a corticalneuron can be aected by changes in the inputs to the neuron. The long-range horizontalexcitatory or inhibitory pathways in visual cortex have been regarded as the substrate forRF dynamics (Darian-Smith & Gilbert, 1995; Das & Gilbert, 1995ab; Gilbert et al., 1996;Pettet & Gilbert, 1992; Somogyi & Martin, 1985; Volchan & Gilbert, 1994). It has been shownthat dynamic RF changes result from changes in the amount of excitation and/or inhibitionreceived by the neurons (Chapman & Stone, 1996; Petersen & Taylor, 1997). Changes in theamount of excitation and/or inhibition to neurons can result from neuronal adaptation5
(DeAngelis et al., 1995; Xing & Gerstein, 1994), short-term inhibitory synaptic adaptation(Todorov et al., 1997), long-term synaptic modications in long-range horizontal pathways(Darian-Smith & Gilbert, 1994, 1995; Das & Gilbert, 1995ab; Gilbert et al., 1996; Pettet &Gilbert, 1992), long-term synaptic plasticity in lateral inhibitory pathways (Marshall &Kalarickal, 1997), or long-term synaptic plasticity in aerent excitatory pathways(Marshall, 1995a; Sirosh et al., 1996). Reaerent feedback pathways between cortical layers mayalso be involved in producing cortical plasticity (Gilbert, 1996).Figure 1 near here.A drawback of adaptation-based models (Todorov et al., 1997; Xing & Gerstein, 1994) is thatthey cannot sustain the RF expansions during periods with no visual stimulation in articialscotoma conditioning as reported by Pettet and Gilbert (1992). Sirosh et al. (1996) attributedRF expansion after articial scotoma conditioning to aerent excitatory plasticity in theirLISSOM model. Their model also had plasticity in lateral excitatory and lateral inhibitorypathways, but the role of these forms of plasticity in RF changes after articial scotomaconditioning was not analyzed.This paper compares the properties of RF changes produced by several models of corticalplasticity to the neurobiological data on RF changes after articial scotoma conditioning andafter retinal lesions in adult animals. In particular, RF changes after articial scotomaconditioning and retinal lesions produced by the EXIN rules (Marshall, 1990a, 1995a), theLISSOM rules (Sirosh & Miikkulainen, 1994ab, 1995, 1997; Sirosh et al., 1996), and an adaptationrule (Xing & Gerstein, 1994) are analyzed.1.2.1 EXIN plasticity rulesThe EXIN model uses an an instar Hebbian aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity rule and anoutstar anti-Hebbian lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule (Marshall, 1990a, 1995a). Aninstar rule is enabled when the postsynaptic neuron is activated, and excitatory pathways intothe neuron undergo synaptic plasticity (Grossberg, 1972, 1976ab), whereas an outstar rule isenabled when the presynaptic neuron or presynaptic element is activated, and excitatory6
pathways out of the neuron or the presynaptic element undergo synaptic plasticity(Grossberg, 1976c). This subtle distinction makes dramatic dierence in the plasticity andbehavior of the neural circuits (Grossberg, 1976abc; Marshall, 1995a).In EXIN networks, the instar excitatory synaptic plasticity rule modies the weights ofaerent excitatory pathways to active neurons so that the active neurons become more responsiveto the currently presented input pattern. The instar excitatory synaptic plasticity rule isresponsible for the development of the broad excitatory RF of the neurons. The development ofweights of lateral inhibitory pathways according to the outstar lateral inhibitory synapticplasticity rule ensures that dierent neurons become selective to dierent input patterns. Yet, ifthe input environment contains several similar patterns, the outstar lateral inhibitory synapticplasticity rule causes strong lateral inhibitory pathways to develop between neurons selective forthe similar input patterns, thereby producing high discrimination. In EXIN networks, lateralinhibitory pathways from often-activated neurons to unresponsive neurons weaken, therebymaking the unresponsive neurons more likely to respond to some input. The outstar lateralinhibitory synaptic plasticity rule is responsible for dispersion of neuronal selectivity andsharpening of the RF of the neurons. The EXIN rules develop ecient representation of inputpatterns according to their distribution in an input environment. The EXIN rules self-organizenetworks capable of representing multiple superimposed patterns, ambiguous patterns,overlapping patterns at dierent scales, and contextually constrained patterns starting fromcompletely nonspecic aerent excitatory and lateral inhibitory pathway weights(Marshall, 1995a).1.2.2 LISSOM plasticity rulesThe LISSOM model (Sirosh & Miikkulainen, 1994b) uses instar Hebbian aerent excitatory andlateral excitatory synaptic plasticity rules, and an instar anti-Hebbian lateral inhibitory synapticplasticity rule. Unlike the EXIN model, the LISSOM model has modiable lateral excitatorypathways and uses an instar lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule. However, like the EXINrules, the LISSOM rules produce a sparse, distributed coding that reduces redundancies(Marshall, 1995a; Marshall & Gupta, 1998; Sirosh et al., 1996). Lateral excitatory pathways in7
the LISSOM model help the development of a topographic RF arrangement. The LISSOM lateralexcitatory and inhibitory synaptic plasticity rules cause highly specic lateral pathwayconnectivity to develop between neurons that have similar RF properties (Sirosh &Miikkulainen, 1997).1.2.3 Adaptation rulesIn adaptation models (Xing & Gerstein, 1994), the RF changes occur as a result of adaptivemodications in the sensitivity of single neurons, rather than as a result of modications in thesynaptic weights between pairs of neurons.1.3 Signicance and contributions of this paperThis paper analyzes the role of each rule individually. The EXIN rules and the LISSOM ruleshave been used to model development of cortical properties and functions in young animals.Studies on young animals in their critical periods show that the aerent and lateral pathwayconnectivity in the primary visual cortex are modied by changes in the visual environment(Hubel & Wiesel, 1965, 1970; Hubel et al., 1977; Katz & Callaway, 1992). However, the neuralbasis of adult cortical plasticity, e.g., RF changes after articial scotoma conditioning and retinallesions in adult animals, is not known. Thus, the rules in the EXIN model, the LISSOM model,and the adaptation models are studied individually to determine whether they produce eectsconsistent with the experimentally observed RF changes after articial scotoma conditioning andretinal lesions in adult animals. The possible eects of the full EXIN and the full LISSOM modelare also discussed. The simulation results based on individual rules serve as predictions for theeects of articial scotoma conditioning and retinal lesions in adult animals in the presence ofpharmacological agents that block plasticity in specic pathways, e.g., NMDA receptorantagonists which block plasticity in excitatory pathways (Kirkwood et al., 1993). Thesimulations show dierences in two plausible rules for plasticity in lateral inhibitory pathways(the outstar EXIN lateral inhibitory rule and the instar LISSOM lateral inhibitory rule) in thecontext of articial scotoma conditioning and retinal lesions. A novel experiment is suggested tofurther dierentiate between the rules. 8
In this paper, experimental data on cortical eects of articial scotoma conditioning andretinal lesions are used to constrain plausible rules for dynamic RF changes. In particular,1. the paper analyzes the eects of an instar and an outstar lateral inhibitory synapticplasticity rule during scotoma conditioning;2. the eects of dierent plausible ways of modifying eective inhibition to neurons duringscotoma conditioning, e.g. due to changes in lateral excitatory or aerent excitatorypathway strength, or neuronal adaptation, are studied;3. some of the possible rules that could produce dynamic RF changes are eliminated based oncomparison with experimental data;4. the paper shows that the EXIN outstar lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule and theLISSOM instar lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity rule are sucient to account for mostof the data on articial scotoma conditioning and on the short-term eects of retinal lesions(the eects of orientation selectivity on RF dynamics during articial scotoma were notsimulated);5. the suciency of the EXIN lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule in producingRF changes after articial scotoma conditioning and after retinal lesions in adult animalsprovides indirect evidence for the existence of plasticity in lateral inhibitory pathways andpredicts characteristics of inhibitory synaptic plasticity in cortex; and6. a novel experiment, complementary scotoma conditioning, is proposed to distinguish theeects caused by neuronal adaptation from those caused by synaptic plasticity.2 Methods2.1 Network simulation organizationThe architecture used for the simulations is a two-layered neural network with aerent and lateralconnections, corresponding to parts of subcortex and primary visual cortex. A patch of neuronsin the primary visual cortex, arranged in a 30 30 grid of spatial positions, was simulated. The9
position of each neuron's RF corresponded to the neuron's position in the grid. Adjacent RFsinitially had more than 50% spatial overlap.In the computer simulations, Layer 1 (corresponding to LGN processing) and Layer 2(corresponding to early laminae of primary visual cortex) each had a 30 30 array of neurons.For ease of simulation, the initial aerent pathway weight and lateral pathway weightdistributions in the simulations are chosen to be spatially isotropic. Furthermore, the inputfeature to these networks is an isotropic Gaussian blob (see Section 2.2), which when used to trainthe networks produces spatially isotropic receptive elds. However, isotropic RFs are not essentialfor these networks to produce changes in RF properties during the various forms of inputconditioning. The EXIN and LISSOM learning rules are competitive learning rules and produceorientation selective neurons if the input features are oriented (Marshall, 1990d;Sirosh et al., 1996); scotoma conditioning using oriented features would aect the networks asdescribed in Sections 2.5.4 and 2.6.3. The adaptation networks are based on neuronal adaptation,without synaptic plasticity. The weights in the adaptation networks can be assigned to produceorientation selective neurons. The adaptation of the orientation selective neurons during articialscotoma conditioning will produce RF expansions because of dierences in adaptation levels asexplained in Section 2.7.2.Following Xing and Gerstein (1994), orientation selectivity is not built into the simulations.This is a gross simplication, as it discounts the eects of neurons selective to other orientationson dynamic RF changes. The simplication of representing only iso-orientation selective neuronsin Layer 2 is partially justied by observing that the RF expansion was more pronounced androbust during conditioning with iso-orientation patterns than during conditioning withortho-orientation patterns (Pettet & Gilbert, 1992). In the discussion section, a mechanism fororientation selectivity is described which may model the inuence of neurons with otherorientation selectivity on dynamic RF properties.The following symbols are used to refer to the various entities of the network. The indices(i; j) and (k; l) are used to refer to Layer 1 neurons, and (p; q), (r; s), and (u; v) refer to Layer 2neurons, where i; j; k; l; p; q; r; s; u; v 2 f0; : : : ; 29g. These indices also represent the retinotopiccoordinates of the neurons' RF. The weight of the aerent excitatory connection pathway from a10
Layer 1 neuron (i; j) to a Layer 2 neuron (p; q) is denoted by Z+ij;pq(t). The weight of the lateralinhibitory connection pathway and the weight of the lateral excitatory connection pathway fromLayer 2 neuron (p; q) to Layer 2 neuron (r; s) are represented by Z pq;rs(t) and Z+pq;rs(t),respectively. These pathway weight values may represent the eect of a monosynaptic connection,the total eect of a polysynaptic chain of connections (see Section 5.7), or the population eect ofmultiple direct synapses. The activation levels (mean spike rate) over time of Layer 1 neuron (i; j)and Layer 2 neuron (p; q) are represented by xij(t) and xpq(t), respectively.2.2 The inputsThe inputs to Layer 1 were obtained as follows. First, two-dimensional 30 30 images wereconvolved with a Gaussian kernel, K, with toroidal wraparound. The input stimulus at eachposition in the images could be 0 or 1. The input at each position took value 1 with probability during a given simulation step. After convolution, the resultant image was normalized by themaximum intensity value in the image. In the simulations, the mean of the normalization factorwas 1:68, with a standard deviation of 0:34, over 10,000 inputs. The resultant images from thenormalization stage were the inputs to Layer 1. These inputs to Layer 1 are called normal stimuli.In articial scotoma conditioning, random stimulation in the whole visual eld except in amasked region was followed by whole-eld random stimulation. To simulate inputs with ascotoma, images with a scotoma were convolved with the kernel K and then normalized. Inputstimuli at positions outside the scotoma region had probability  of being assigned value 1, andinput stimuli inside the scotoma region had value 0. These inputs are called scotoma stimuli. Theterm \cortical scotoma" refers to the silenced region in Layer 2 as a result of using retinalscotoma stimuli (Xing & Gerstein, 1994; Darian-Smith & Gilbert, 1995).2.3 Simulation procedureIn the simulations, the experimental paradigm of Pettet and Gilbert (1992) was followed. Theoriginal RF was determined after a period of random whole-eld stimulation. In all thesimulations, the initial whole-eld stimulation was continued until the sum of the magnitude ofindividual weight changes after 100 training steps had reached an asymptote. Then the RF was11
again measured after conditioning with the articial scotoma. To determine reversibility ofRF changes, the RF was measured again after whole-eld stimulation.2.4 RF measurementsThe RF was mapped using single-point stimulation, blurred with the Gaussian kernel K, at allinput positions (i; j). The RF of a Layer 2 neuron (p; q) is dened as the collection of positions(i; j) at which the test input causes the activation level xpq to exceed a threshold .2.5 The EXIN modelThe EXIN model (Figure 2) combines an instar aerent EXcitatory synaptic plasticity rule andan outstar lateral INhibitory synaptic plasticity rule. The EXIN synaptic plasticity rules changethe weights as a function of the input stimuli so that dierent neurons become selective fordierent input patterns and every input pattern is represented by a sparse output pattern(Marshall, 1995a). In scotoma conditioning, a subset of the visual input is removed, and thereforeneurons previously selective for these inputs are not stimulated. The EXIN rules change theweights so that the unstimulated neurons become responsive to dierent input patterns, resultingin changes in their RFs. Figure 2 near here.2.5.1 The EXIN lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity ruleThe lateral inhibitory weights, Z pq;rs, are modied according to the anti-Hebbian ruleddtZ pq;rs =  G(xpq)  Z pq;rs + Q(xrs) (1)(Marshall, 1995a), where  > 0 is a small learning rate constant and G and Q are half-rectiednon-decreasing functions. Thus, whenever a neuron is active, its output inhibitory connections toother active neurons tend to become slightly stronger (i.e., more inhibitory), while its outputinhibitory connections to inactive neurons tend to become slightly weaker . Neuron activationsremain within [ C;B] according to a shunting equation (Section 2.5.5) based on the Hodgkinmodel (Hodgkin, 1964); this causes the weight values to remain bounded as well, because12
according to Equation 1, Z pq;rs(t) 2 [0;Q(B)] for t  0, if Z pq;rs(0) 2 [0;Q(B)] (Grossberg, 1982).The weight change in Equation 1 approaches zero as Z pq;rs approaches Q(xrs), the weight changeis positive when Z pq;rs < Q(xrs), and the weight change is negative when Z pq;rs > Q(xrs). Theweight change approaches zero as Zpq;rs approaches Q(xrs).In an outstar synaptic plasticity rule (Grossberg, 1972), presynaptic activity \enables" theplasticity at a synapse; when the plasticity is enabled, the weight tends to become proportional tothe postsynaptic activity. In an instar synaptic plasticity rule, postsynaptic activity enables theplasticity; when the plasticity is enabled, the weight tends to become proportional to thepresynaptic activity. Thus, to make Equation 1 into an instar rule, xpq and xrs would beinterchanged.An eect of the EXIN inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule is that if two neurons are frequentlycoactivated, then the lateral inhibitory weights between them become strong. If two neurons areonly rarely coactivated then their reciprocal lateral inhibitory weights become weak. Stronglateral inhibition between two neurons tends to make them less likely to be coactivated, causingthe two to become selective to dierent inputs according to the excitatory synaptic plasticity rule(Section 2.5.2). Thus, when the network is exposed to normal stimuli, the lateral inhibitoryweights and the excitatory aerent weights are modied so that each neuron becomes selective todierent inputs and the RFs of all Layer 2 neurons cover the input space (Marshall, 1995a;Marshall & Gupta, 1998). This leads to improved discrimination and sparse coding(Marshall, 1995a).2.5.2 The EXIN aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity ruleThe aerent excitatory weight changes are governed by a variant of a Hebbian learning rule. Therule can be expressed (Grossberg, 1982; Marshall, 1995a) asddtZ+ij;pq =  F(xpq)  Z+ij;pq + H(xij) ; (2)where  > 0 is a small learning rate constant, and F and H are half-rectied non-decreasingfunctions.Thus, whenever a neuron is active, its input excitatory connections from active neurons tendto become slightly stronger, while its input excitatory connections from inactive neurons tend to13
become slightly weaker. As discussed for Equation 1, the weight values in Equation 2 remainbounded.The EXIN excitatory synaptic plasticity rule is an instar competitive learning rule. Whenused in conjunction with strong lateral inhibition, it causes model cortical neurons to becomeselective for a specic pattern of input activations (Marshall, 1995a).2.5.3 Stability of EXIN networksLike other competitive learning rules, the EXIN rules do not produce absolutely stable synapticweights. The stability of the network depends on the input environment. If the input distributionchanges for a suciently long time, the weights change to encode the new statistics. Suchinstability, reecting the statistics of the input environment is advantageous at lower-levels ofcortical processing; e.g., the cortex can reorganize after cortical or peripheral damage.The learning rates in competitive learning networks must be kept small enough to allowapproximate stability in a statistically stationary input environment, yet large enough to allowplasticity in response to the statistical changes posed by perturbations such as scotomas. Stabilityin competitive learning networks and the various learning parameters are discussed in theAppendix (Section 6.1.2).2.5.4 Explanation of dynamic RF changes based on the EXIN rulesThe maximum extent of a Layer 2 neuron's RF is limited by the axonal arborization spread of theLayer 1 neurons from which it receives aerent excitation. In addition, a Layer 2 neuron receiveslateral inhibition from neurons with which it is frequently co-excited. Neurons in Layer 2 can beconsistently co-excited if they share inputs from common Layer 1 neurons. Because of inhibition,it is possible that a Layer 2 neuron (p; q) does not become active in response to some activeLayer 1 neuron (i; j), even though Z+ij;pq > 0.The role of the EXIN aerent excitatory and lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rules inproducing RF changes during scotoma conditioning are studied independently.Role of EXIN lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity. Consider the EXIN network with theaerent excitatory synaptic plasticity rule disabled and the lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity14
rule enabled. When the network is exposed to scotoma stimuli with a suciently large scotoma,there exists a cortical scotoma region in Layer 2. During scotoma conditioning, neurons outsidethe cortical scotoma region are active and those inside the cortical scotoma region are not. Letneuron (p; q) be outside and neuron (r; s) be inside the initial cortical scotoma region (Figure 3a).Assume that after conditioning with normal stimuli, Z pq;rs and Z rs;pq are not zero, becauseneurons (p; q) and (r; s) share common aerent inputs. If for a given stimulus, neuron (p; q) isactive, then according to the EXIN inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule, Z pq;rs weakens (Figure 3b).However, Z rs;pq is unchanged, since xrs is zero. Thus, lateral inhibitory weights to neuron (r; s)from active neurons outside the cortical scotoma region weaken, but lateral inhibitory weightsfrom neuron (r; s) are unaected. The net eect, from the point of view of neuron (r; s), is thatits aerent excitatory input weights remain unchanged and its input lateral inhibitory weightsfrom neurons outside the cortical scotoma region weaken (if nonzero before the conditioning). Ifthe RF of neuron (r; s) is measured then, it will be more responsive to positions in its old RF andwill be responsive to some new positions too (Figure 3b), thus producing RF expansion. Thesimulation results are presented in Section 3.1.Figure 3 near here.When the network is again conditioned with normal stimuli, the asymmetric lateralinhibitory weights between the neurons inside and outside the cortical scotoma region regainsymmetry. Thus, the RFs of neurons in the cortical scotoma are restored.Role of EXIN aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity. Now consider the EXIN network withthe lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule disabled and the aerent excitatory synapticplasticity rule enabled. Neurons close to the edge of the cortical scotoma but outside it show someinteresting changes (e.g., neuron (p; q) in Figure 3c). Because these neurons are near the corticalscotoma edge, the region of their RF inside the scotoma is not stimulated. Thus, because of theEXIN excitatory synaptic plasticity rule, aerent excitatory connections from Layer 1 neurons inthe scotoma region to this neuron become weaker. Hence its RF shrinks, and the center of its RFshifts outward. During RF measurement after scotoma conditioning, these neurons (e.g., (p; q))respond only weakly to stimuli in the scotoma region and hence exert less inhibition on neurons15
that were inactive during conditioning (e.g., (r; s)). Thus, the neurons that were inactive duringthe conditioning show increased responsiveness and RF expansion. This explanation forRF expansion during scotoma conditioning was proposed by Sirosh et al. (1996). TheRF expansion causes the RF centers to shift away from the scotoma center (Section 3.2).When the EXIN network with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled isconditioned again using normal stimuli, the neurons do not recover their original RFs. Theneurons whose aerent excitatory pathways from the scotoma region were weakened are weaklyactived by stimulation of the region that was occluded during articial scotoma conditioning,during the subsequent whole-eld stimulation. On the other hand, the neurons whose initial RFwas inside the scotoma region during articial scotoma conditioning are more responsive topositions inside the scotoma during whole-eld stimulation, following articial scotomaconditioning. Thus, during whole-eld stimulation following articial scotoma conditioning, theneurons whose initial RF was inside the scotoma region strengthen aerent excitatory pathwaysfrom positions inside the scotoma region to which they are more responsive and exert greaterinhibition on neurons whose initial RF straddled the scotoma boundary. The neurons whose RFstraddled the scotoma boundary further weaken aerent excitatory pathways from positionsinside the scotoma region to which they have become less responsive after articial scotomaconditioning, as their responsiveness to positions inside the scotoma region is further suppressed.With strong xed lateral inhibitory pathways weights, the lateral inhibition between neuronssuppresses the activation of the neurons whose RF size was decreased (because of weakening ofpathways from the scotoma during scotoma conditioning) when inputs are presented at positionsinside the scotoma. According to the EXIN aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity rule, aerentpathway weights change only when postsynaptic neurons are active. Thus, the weak aerentconnections from the scotoma region to the neurons whose RF size was decreased are notstrengthened, and the RFs of these neurons do not shift back to their original positions(Section 3.2).In the EXIN network (with either lateral inhibitory or aerent excitatory synaptic plasticityalone), in response to scotoma stimuli, all neurons that show RF expansion belong to the set ofneurons that were inside the initial cortical scotoma. Thus, after scotoma conditioning, the16
EXIN network with both lateral inhibitory and aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity will produceRF expansion in neurons that were inside the initial cortical scotoma.2.5.5 The activation equationThe activation level xpq of each Layer 2 neuron is governed by a shunting equation(Grossberg, 1972) based on the Hodgkin (Hodgkin, 1964) model:ddtxpq =  Axpq + (B   xpq)Epq   (C + xpq)Ipq; (3)where A;B, C, , and  are constants, and Epq and Ipq represent respectively the neuron's totalaerent excitatory and lateral inhibitory input signals. Because Equation 3 is a shuntingequation, if xpq(0) 2 [ C;B] then xpq(t) 2 [ C;B] for all time t  0 (Cohen & Grossberg, 1983).Thus, activation levels are forced to remain within a bounded range, between  C and B. Thetotal input excitation Epq is dened asEpq = 0@Xij [xij ]Z+ij;pq1A2 ; (4)and the total input inhibition Ipq is given byIpq =Xrs [xrs]Z rs;pq; (5)where [a]  max(a; 0). Parameters  and , respectively, control the eectiveness of the excitationand inhibition received by a Layer 2 neuron. The squaring in Equation 4 sharpens the RF proleof the Layer 2 neurons; squaring enhances excitation to Layer 2 neurons when Prs[xrs]Z rs;pq > 1and suppresses excitation to Layer 2 neurons when Prs[xrs]Z rs;pq < 1.2.5.6 Stability of the shunting equation: Cohen-Grossberg theoremThe shunting equation (Equation 3) with Z rs;pq = Z pq;rs  0, belongs to a class of competitivedynamical systems that are absolutely stable; i.e., the system has xed points for any choice ofparameters (Cohen & Grossberg, 1983). The neuronal activations in such a system areguaranteed to reach stable equilibrium values for all synaptic weight values with the restriction.However, it is not known whether the shunting equation remains absolutely stable even whenZ rs;pq 6= Z pq;rs  0 for some pairs of neurons. The symmetry of reciprocal pairs of lateral17
inhibitory weights is not guaranteed by the EXIN lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule.During normal stimulation, the lateral inhibitory weights are approximately symmetric(Marshall, 1995a). They become asymmetric between neurons across the scotoma boundaryduring scotoma conditioning. Nevertheless, simulations empirically show the stability of theEXIN network (Section 6.1.1).2.5.7 The initial weightsIn the EXIN simulations, the initial aerent excitatory weight from Layer 1 neuron (i; j) toLayer 2 neuron (p; q) is given byZ+ij;pq(0) = "	 exp  (x2 + y2)2 ! ; # ; (6)where [a; b]  ( a if a > b;0 otherwise; (7)x; y 2 f 15;    ; 14g, p = ((i+ x mod 30), and q = ((j + y) mod 30). The indices i; j; p; and q arein f0;    ; 29g. The indices i; j; p; and q and the distances x and y are related by the aboveequations because the model cortical and thalamic neurons are arranged in a wrapped-aroundtwo-dimensional grid. The parameters 	,  , and   are positive constants.The initial lateral inhibitory weights between Layer 2 neurons (p; q) and (r; s), where p 6= ror q 6= s, are set as follows. Let Xpq;rs =Xij min(Z+ij;pq; Z+ij;rs) (8)and W pq;rs(0) = W rs;pq(0) = [Xpq;rs; i] ; (9)where  i is a constant. ThenZ pq;rs(0) = Z rs;pq(0) = 
W ps;rsmaxab;cd2Layer 2W ab;cd ; (10)where 
 is a constant. Equation 10 assigns inhibitory weights between two distinct Layer 2neurons in proportion to the amount of overlap in the RFs of the two neurons.18
The initial weight values of the pathways were chosen according to Equations 6{10, insteadof completely random weights, to speed the convergence of weight values during subsequent wholeeld stimulation and to ensure RF topography, thereby avoiding RF shifts and RF size changescaused by RF scatter that may be present when the initial weights are chosen randomly. Thenetworks produced after the whole eld stimulation were used for scotoma conditioningsimulations.Neurons do not directly inhibit themselves in the EXIN network; that is, Z pq;pq is zero ornonexistent, and ddtZ pq;pq = 0.Lateral excitatory pathways are omitted in this model; all Z+pq;rs are xed at zero. This is asimplication based on the assumption that the net eect of the lateral excitatory and inhibitorypathways on excitatory neurons is inhibitory. Partial support for setting Z+pq;rs to zero comes fromthe lack of disynaptic excitatory postsynaptic potential due to stimulation of thalamocorticalaerents during intracellular recordings in simple neurons of the cat visual cortex (Ferster, 1989)and in layer 5 neurons of adult mice (Gil & Amitai, 1996). Although lateral excitatory pathwaysexist in the cortex, Weliky et al. (1996) and Gil and Amitai (1996) showed that at highstimulation strengths the long-range horizontal pathways exert overall inhibition on pyramidalneurons. This issue is discussed further in Section 5.7.2.6 The LISSOM modelThe LISSOM model (Sirosh & Miikkulainen, 1994ab, 1995, 1997; Sirosh et al., 1996) uses aerentexcitatory, lateral excitatory, and lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rules. All three rules areinstar rules based on weight normalization. The LISSOM rules produce use-dependent weightchanges and thus produce changes in RF properties during articial scotoma conditioning andlesions.2.6.1 The LISSOM synaptic plasticity rulesThe most signicant dierences between the LISSOM model and the EXIN model are thatLISSOM uses an instar, rather than outstar, inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule, and that LISSOMhas used lateral excitatory pathways, in addition to lateral inhibitory and aerent excitatorypathways. 19
In the LISSOM model (Figure 4), intracortical interactions are mediated by both lateralexcitatory and lateral inhibitory pathways. The weights of both lateral excitatory andlateral inhibitory pathways change according to an instar Hebbian synaptic plasticity rule. Thisrule keeps the sum of the squares of the synaptic weights of the excitatory connections constant,and likewise for the inhibitory connections. After the activations of Layer 2 neurons havestabilized, the weights are modied according toZab;cd(t+ 1) = Zab;cd(t) + xabxcdPef (Zef;cd(t) + xefxcd)2 12 (11)(Sirosh & Miikkulainen, 1994b), where the constant  controls the rate of learning. The LISSOMrules are \instar" (Grossberg, 1972) rules because weight change in pathways to a target neuron isenabled only if the target neuron is active.Figure 4 near here.Sirosh et al. (1996) used Equation 11 for the aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity. Theyused sum normalization Pef (Zef;cd(t) + xefxcd) for the lateral excitatory and lateralinhibitory synaptic plasticity rules, instead of length normalization as in this paper. Qualitatively,both length and sum normalization have the same eects. Length normalization causes the lateralexcitatory and lateral inhibitory weight values to be larger than does sum normalization. In thesimulations, length normalization produced larger RF size changes than did sum normalization.For the aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity rule, ab and ef refer to Layer 1 neurons, and cdrefers to Layer 2 neurons,  =  . For the lateral excitatory and lateral inhibitory synapticplasticity rules, ab, cd , and ef refer to Layer 2 neurons. The parameter  is set to e and i forthe lateral excitatory and lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rules, respectively. The weightsremain bounded because of the weight normalizations.In response to normal stimuli, LISSOM's learning rules cause the lateral inhibitory andlateral excitatory weights between pairs of Layer 2 neurons to remain approximately symmetric.In addition, the lateral inhibitory and excitatory weights become approximately proportional tothe amount of coactivation between neuron pairs. The learning rules maintain the initialtopographically arranged RFs (Sirosh & Miikkulainen, 1997).20
2.6.2 Stability of LISSOM networksThe LISSOM learning rules are competitive learning rules. Therefore, the stability of LISSOMnetworks depends on the input environment and the learning rates (Sirosh &Miikkulainen, 1994b). This issues of network stability and choice of the various parameters in thecurrent simulations are discussed in the Appendix, Section 6.2.2.6.3 Explanation of dynamic RF changes based on LISSOM rulesThe eect of each of the three LISSOM synaptic plasticity rules is considered separately. Theoverall behavior of the LISSOM model depends on the relative learning rates of the three rules.Role of LISSOM lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity. Consider the LISSOM network withonly the lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule enabled. Let neuron (p; q) be outside andneuron (r; s) be inside the cortical scotoma region. Assume that after conditioning with normalstimuli, Z pq;rs and Z rs;pq are not zero, because neurons (p; q) and (r; s) share some commonaerent inputs, and that they are approximately equal. According to the LISSOM lateralinhibitory synaptic plasticity rule, Z pq;rs does not change, because xrs is 0. However, Z rs;pqdecreases if some other neuron (u; v) is active, because the weights are normalized. In addition,the normalization causes the lateral inhibitory weights from active neurons (e.g, neurons (u; v)and (p; q)) to neuron (p; q) to become slightly stronger. In the LISSOM model, Layer 2 neuronssend lateral excitatory and inhibitory pathways to themselves. Thus, because of the lateralinhibitory synaptic plasticity, neurons outside the cortical scotoma region receive a reducedoverall amount of inhibition from neurons within the cortical scotoma. This causes neurons like(p; q) that are outside the cortical scotoma region to exhibit increased responsiveness, aRF expansion, and a slight inward RF shift toward the scotoma edge. The RF expansion ofneuron (p; q) is asymmetric because it receives reduced inhibition only when the input is in thescotoma region. For neurons in the overall excitatory zone of neuron (p; q) (e.g., (u; v) and (r; s)),the increased responsiveness of neuron (p; q) may result in increased responsiveness, aRF expansion, and a slight inward RF shift toward the scotoma edge. The increasedresponsiveness of (p; q) results in increased inhibition to neurons in the overall inhibitory zone ofneuron (p; q) (e.g., (c; d) and (a; b)) (Figure 5b), when input locations inside the scotoma are21
stimulated. Because of the asymmetric RF prole, neurons whose initial RF center is inside thescotoma and in the overall inhibitory zone of neuron (p; q) (e.g., (a; b)) would show decreasedresponsiveness, RF contraction, and a small inward RF shift away from the scotoma edge(Figure 5b). The simulation results are in Section 3.1.Figure 5 near here.Role of LISSOM lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity. When only the LISSOM lateralexcitatory synaptic plasticity rule is enabled, Z+pq;rs does not change, Z+rs;pq decreases, and thelateral excitatory weights from active neurons (e.g, neurons (u; v) and (p; q)) to neuron (p; q)become slightly stronger (in the LISSOM network neurons receive lateral excitatory pathwaysfrom itself), for the same reasons described in the previous paragraph (Figure 5c). Thus, neuronsoutside the cortical scotoma region receive a reduced amount of lateral excitation from neurons inthe cortical scotoma. This results in reduced responsiveness, decreased RF size, and an outwardRF shift, away from the scotoma edge, for neurons like (p; q) that are outside the cortical scotomaregion. For neurons in the overall excitatory zone of neuron (p; q) (e.g., (u; v) and (r; s)), thedecreased responsiveness of neuron (p; q) may result in decreased responsiveness, aRF contraction, and a slight outward RF shift away from the scotoma edge. For neurons in theoverall inhibitory zone of neuron (p; q) (e.g., (c; d) and (a; b)), the decreased responsiveness of(p; q) results in reduced inhibition. Active neurons during scotoma conditioning receive weakenedlateral excitatory signals from neurons inside the cortical scotoma. These asymmetric lateralexcitatory weight changes lead to a decrease in RF size and an outward RF shift away from thescotoma in neurons whose initial RF center is close to the scotoma boundary (e.g., (p; q)). Theyalso lead to an increase in RF size and an outward RF shift away from the scotoma center inneurons (e.g., (a; b)) whose initial RF is inside and close to the scotoma boundary (Figure 5c).The simulation results are shown in Section 3.3.Role of LISSOM aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity. In the LISSOM network with onlyaerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled, the synaptic plasticity causes changes in theaerent connectivity of neurons close to the edge of the cortical scotoma region (Figure 5d).These neurons (e.g., (u; v) and (p; q)) have part of their input in Layer 1 within the scotoma.22
Thus, according to the aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity rule, when these neurons areactivated, the weights from neurons within the scotoma become weaker, and weights from Layer 1neurons outside the scotoma become stronger. This causes the RFs of Layer 2 neurons(e.g., (u; v) and (p; q)) close to the initial cortical scotoma edge to shrink and shift away from thescotoma center. In addition, these neurons respond weakly to stimulation at positions in thescotoma region and exert less inhibition on neurons (e.g., (a; b)) that were inactive duringconditioning. Thus, the neurons that were inactive during the conditioning show increasedresponsiveness and RF expansion away from the scotoma center (Sirosh et al., 1996). TheRF expansion causes the RF centers to shift away from the scotoma center (Figure 5d). Thesimulation results are in Section 3.2.The overall eect on responsiveness, RF size, and RF position depends on the relativestrengths and sizes of aerent excitation, lateral excitation, and lateral inhibition. It also dependson the learning rates of the three types of connections. In the LISSOM model, the eects ofinhibitory synaptic plasticity are in conict with the eects of aerent and lateral excitatorysynaptic plasticity. The RF expansion occurs in neurons outside the cortical scotoma if therelative strength and learning rate of lateral inhibitory weights are greater than those of thelateral and aerent excitatory weights. The RF expansion occurs in neurons inside the corticalscotoma if the relative strength and learning rate of lateral excitatory or aerent excitatoryweights are greater than those of the lateral inhibitory weights. After articial scotomaconditioning, the LISSOM rules produce RF expansion on one side of the scotoma boundary andRF contraction on the other side.When the LISSOM networks (with plasticity in only one of the three types of pathways) areagain conditioned with normal stimuli, the RFs of all aected neurons are restored.2.6.4 The activation equationIn the LISSOM simulations, the Layer 2 neuron activations are determined iteratively byxpq(t+ 1) = S0@ Xij Z+ij;pqxij(t) + eXrs Z+rs;pqxrs(t)  iXrs Z rs;pqxrs(t)1A (12)where S(a) = 11 + exp (  [a])   0:5 (13)23
(Sirosh & Miikkulainen, 1994b), and [x] = max(0; x). The constants  , e and i are scalingfactors on the excitatory and inhibitory weights and determine the strength of aerent and lateralinteractions. The activations are bounded because of the sigmoid function S.2.6.5 Stability of LISSOM activation equationThe LISSOM activation equation can quickly equilibrate (Sirosh & Miikkulainen, 1994b).Equation 12 approached a xed point during the various input conditioning regimes for theparameters that are used in this paper (Appendix, Section 6.2.1).2.6.6 The initial weightsIn simulations using the LISSOM model, the connection weights were computed as follows. LetYab;cd = "exp  (m2 + n2)2 ! ; # ; (14)where a; b; c; d 2 f0; : : : ; 29g, m;n 2 f 15; : : : ; 14g, c = ((a+m) mod 30), andd = ((b+ n) mod 30). The relationship between the indices a; b; c; and d and thedistances m and n is such that the model cortical and thalamic neurons are arranged in awrapped-around two-dimensional grid. The paramters  and   are positive constants, and thenotation [:; :] is dened by Equation 7. ThenZab;cd(0) = Yab;cdPef Y 2ef;cd 12 (15)is the initial weight of the connection pathway from neuron (a; b) to neuron (c; d).For aerent weights, ab and ef refer to Layer 1 neurons, cd refers to Layer 2 neurons, =  , and   =   . For lateral excitatory and lateral inhibitory weights, ab, cd , and ef refer toLayer 2 neurons. For lateral excitatory weights,  = e and   =  e, and for inhibitory weights, = i and   =  i.The initial weights were chosen to speed the simulations; in all simulations, these weightvalues were overridden by new values during an initial phase of whole-eld stimulation.24
2.7 The inhibition-dominant adaptation modelXing and Gerstein (1994) described four models of dynamic RFs and argued in favor of aninhibition-dominant network with neural adaptation, or habituation. A neuron's ability to redecreases/increases after a period of activity/inactivity, without any synaptic changes. In aninhibition-dominant adaptation network, the strength of the lateral inhibitory connections isgreater than that of lateral excitatory connections, and all the weights are xed.Xing and Gerstein used a spiking neuron model. They modeled adaptation by modifying theaction potential threshold, which depended on the number of spikes of a neuron in the recentpast. Thus, if a neuron spikes frequently, its action potential threshold increases, thereby makingit spike less vigorously, even though the same input is present. On the other hand, if a neuron hasnot been activated for a long time, then it becomes highly responsive to inputs in its RF.2.7.1 The adaptation equationIn the present simulations the spiking neuron model is not used. Instead, the output of a Layer 2neuron (p; q) is modeled as [xpq   Tpq], where xpq is controlled by a shunting equation(Grossberg, 1972): ddtxpq =  Axpq + (B   xpq)Epq   (C + xpq)Ipq; (16)with Epq =  Xi;j2Layer 1[xij ]Z+ij;pq + e Xr;s2Layer 2[xrs   Trs]Z+rs;pq; (17)Ipq = X(r;s)2Layer 2[xrs   Trs]Z rs;pq; (18)and [a]  max(a; 0). The positive constants  and e control the eectiveness of aerentexcitation and lateral excitation, respectively. The variable Tpq represents the adaptive ringthreshold of neuron (p; q). After the activation of Layer 2 neurons has reached equilibrium, theadaptation parameter Tpq is modied according toddtTpq =  ( Tpq + (   Tpq) [xpq   Tpq ]) ; (19)25
where , ,  are positive constants. The constant  controls the rate of change in Tpq. Theconstants  and  determine the maximum value of Tpq, and the relative rates of increase anddecrease in Tpq, respectively. As  increases the maximum value of Tpq decreases and the rate ofdecrease in Tpq when [xrs   Trs] = 0 increases, and as  increases the maximum value of Tpqincreases and the rate of increase in Tpq increases. According to Equation 19, if Tpq(0)  0, thenTpq(t)  0 for all t  0. The threshold Tpq increases if neuron (p; q) was active in its recent pastand decreases if (p; q) was not very active.The spiking model was not implemented here because Xing and Gerstein (1994) did notprovide complete implementation details of their model. Even though the model described byEquations 16{19 diers from the spiking model used by Xing and Gerstein in their simulations, itcaptures the essential characteristics of their inhibition-dominant adaptation model: thesimulation results based on Equations 16{19 replicate their results.In the inhibition-dominant adaptation network, the lateral inhibitory and lateral excitatorypathway weights are symmetric. Extensive simulations show that the system dened byEquation 16 may be absolutely stable (Cohen & Grossberg, 1983). Simulations presented in thispaper show that the network equilibrates. The adaptation levels of the neurons reach stable xedpoints with sucient training. The initial pathway weights are set according to Equations 14 and15.2.7.2 Explanation of dynamic RF changes based on adaptationAfter the network receives normal stimulation for a suciently long time, every Layer 2 neuronbecomes adapted by approximately the same amount. In response to the scotoma stimuli, theneurons outside the cortical scotoma region are activated, thereby keeping them habituated.However, the inactive neurons whose RF is inside the scotoma become dishabituated.Dishabituation of neurons with RF inside the scotoma produces increased responsiveness andRF expansion. The increased responsiveness increases inhibition to neurons whose RF is outsidethe scotoma. Thus, the RF size of the neurons whose RF is occluded by the scotoma regionincreases, and the RF size of some neurons whose RF is just outside the scotoma decreases. Asscotoma conditioning proceeds, some neurons in the initial cortical scotoma may recover26
functionality. As in the EXIN model, all neurons that show RF expansion are those whose RF lieswithin the scotoma (Figure 6). Figure 6 near here.If the network is exposed to normal stimuli again, the RF of the neurons that were in thecortical scotoma region is restored. The simulation results are in Section 3.1.The above explanation is dierent from the one given by Xing and Gerstein (1994). In theirsimulations, they measured the initial RFs before any conditioning by the normal stimuli. Thenthey conditioned the network using scotoma stimuli. In this case, the neurons in the corticalscotoma region are not aected, and those outside the cortical scotoma adapt. The adaptation ofthe neurons outside the cortical scotoma causes them to be less responsive, and hence they exertless inhibition on neurons in the cortical scotoma. As a result, the size of the RF of the neuronsin the scotoma region increases (see Section 3.1). The conditioning procedure used by Xing andGerstein diers from that used by Pettet and Gilbert (1992). In the experiments of Pettet andGilbert, the original RF was determined after a period of random stimulation within and outsidethe eld.In the inhibition-dominant adaptation model used in simulations presented in this paper, ifthe Tpq values had not equilibrated during normal stimuli presentations, then they would increasefor neurons outside the cortical scotoma and would decrease for those in the cortical scotoma.This situation would also produce expansion of the RF of neurons in the cortical scotoma.2.8 The adaptation model with no lateral interactionIn this variant of the adaptation model, there are no lateral excitatory or lateral inhibitorypathways. The neurons adapt according to Equation 19. In the simulations, the activation level ofLayer 2 neuron (p; q) is [xpq   Tpq ], where xpq is controlled by Equation 16. With no lateralinteractions, Equation 16 can be solved analytically (Appendix, Section 6.3.1). The aerentexcitatory weights were the same as for the inhibition-dominant network.27
2.8.1 Explanation of dynamic RF changes based on adaptationIn the adaptation network with no lateral interactions, all the neurons are adapted equally afternormal stimulation. During scotoma conditioning, neurons with initial RFs in the scotoma regiondishabituate due to inactivity. As the adaptation level in neurons within the cortical scotomadecreases, the eective RF size of these neurons increases. Neurons outside the cortical scotomaremain adapted because of activation by the input stimuli. During normal stimulation followingscotoma conditioning, the previously inactive neurons are activated; hence they become adapted,and their RF size contracts. In the absence of lateral interactions, the RFs remain symmetric,and there are no shifts in RF position during scotoma conditioning. Simulation results are inSection 3.1.7.2.9 The excitation-dominant adaptation modelIn an excitation-dominant adaptation network, the strength of the lateral excitatory connectionsis greater than that of lateral inhibitory connections. In this model, the neurons adapt accordingto Equation 19. The output of Layer 2 neuron (p; q) is [xpq   Tpq], where xpq is controlled byEquation 16. The initial connection weights are set according to Equation 15. In the simulations,the activation equation equilibrated (Appendix, Section 6.3.1).2.9.1 Explanation of dynamic RF changes based on adaptationIn the excitation-dominant adaptation network, all the neurons are adapted equally after normalstimulation. During scotoma conditioning, neurons with initial RF in the scotoma region becomeless adapted, because of inactivity. The neurons close to the center of the cortical scotomabecome least adapted and hence most responsive. In addition, because of lateral excitation, theneighboring neurons excite one another. Thus, neurons within the cortical scotoma showRF expansion. Since neurons receive more lateral excitation from neurons within the corticalscotoma, the RFs of the neurons shift toward the center of the scotoma. Neurons outside thecortical scotoma remain adapted because of activation by the input stimuli. During normalstimulation following scotoma conditioning, the previously inactive neurons are activated; hencethey become adapted, and their RF size contracts. Simulation results are in Section 3.1.7.28
3 Simulation results: Scotoma stimuliThe simulation results are organized to emphasize the eects of the dierent rules for RF changesafter articial scotoma conditioning and retinal lesions. The dierent synaptic plasticity rules inthe EXIN and the LISSOM model serve dierent purposes during self-organization of variouscortical properties. The analyses of the eects of each rule individually during articial scotomaconditioning and retinal lesions elucidates the unique properties of the rules. Furthermore, thedynamic RF changes produced by the full EXIN and the full LISSOM model during articialscotoma conditioning depend on the relative learning rates of the dierent synaptic plasticityrules, and thus the eects produced by one rule can mask the eects produced by the others.In Section 3.1, the EXIN network with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled, theLISSOM network with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled, the inhibition-dominantadaptation network, the adaptation network with no lateral interaction, the excitation-dominantadaptation network, and the inhibition-dominant adaptation network with no prior normalstimulation are simulated during scotoma conditioning. These results are compared toexperimental data. In Section 3.2, the eects of synaptic plasticity in aerent excitatory pathwaysalone in the EXIN and LISSOM networks during scotoma conditioning are presented, and theeects of lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity alone during scotoma conditioning are presented inSection 3.3 using the LISSOM network. To further distinguish the eects of the various rules forcortical plasticity, a novel experiment is presented in Section 4.3.1 Comparison of outstar/instar lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rulesand neuronal adaptationThe following simulations highlight the opposite eects of instar and outstar lateral inhibitorysynaptic plasticity rules.3.1.1 Dynamic RF expansion and contractionTo induce robust expansion and contraction of RF size, Pettet and Gilbert (1992) presented thearticial scotoma conditioning stimuli for several minutes. Because quantitative mapping tookseveral minutes, the exact time course of the observed changes was not determined. To minimize29
the eect of the RF measurement process on the RF size, Pettet and Gilbert (1992) alternatedconditioning stimuli and RF mapping. Pettet and Gilbert (1992) reported that the RF expansionafter articial scotoma conditioning was always accompanied by an increased responsiveness fromthe region of the original RF. However, the spontaneous ring of the neuron in the absence ofvisual stimuli did not change.In the simulations, the synaptic plasticity rules and the adaptation rules were turned-o sothat the RF sizes are not aected by RF measurements. Figure 7 compares the RF sizes ofLayer 2 neurons that show maximal RF expansion after scotoma conditioning. Neurons withmaximal RF expansion are shown to emphasize the asymmetry in the RF prole after articialscotoma conditioning in the models. The RF expands in the EXIN network with only lateralinhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled (Figure 7d) and in the inhibition-dominant adaptationnetwork (Figure 7f) after scotoma conditioning, in neurons whose initial RF is inside the scotoma.In the LISSOM network with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled, the initial RF ofthe neuron that showed maximal RF expansion after scotoma conditioning was located outsidethe scotoma (Figure 7e). Re-conditioning with normal stimuli resulted in RF restoration in all thethree models, as shown in Figures 7g{i. The simulations illustrate the qualitative behavior of themodels. The absolute RF size and the absolute RF size change in the three networks areparameter dependent, and can be matched better with some parameter adjustments. Therefore,the dierences in the RF size and the absolute RF size change of model neurons in the models arenot signicant. Figure 7 near here.Pettet and Gilbert (1992) claimed that the expansion elicited by the articial scotoma neverexceeded the boundaries of the scotoma. However, the neurons that they studied had initial RFsin the center of the articial scotoma, and the size of the scotoma was about three times thediameter of the initial RF. Darian-Smith and Gilbert (1995) showed rapid recovery ofresponsiveness in neurons whose RF was inside the cortical scotoma, following bilateral retinallesions. This indicates that the RF of some neurons in the original cortical scotoma crossed theretinal scotoma boundary. The EXIN network with lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity alone,30
the LISSOM network with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled, and theinhibition-dominant adaptation model produced RF expansions that cross the scotomaboundaries (Figure 7).The RF expansions in the three simulations are accompanied by increased responsiveness ofthe corresponding Layer 2 neurons. Figures 8a{c compare the responsiveness of the neuronswhose RFs are shown in Figure 7, before and after conditioning with scotoma stimuli in the threemodels. Note that after scotoma conditioning, the RF prole of some neurons in these models isasymmetric. The asymmetric RF shape is caused by asymmetric changes of the weights in theEXIN and LISSOM simulations and by asymmetric changes in adaptation level of the neurons inthe inhibition-dominant adaptation network. The asymmetry in the RF prole produced by theEXIN and the inhibition-dominant adaptation networks is consistent with observations made byDas and Gilbert (1995b), that neurons were more responsive to locations outside the scotomathan to those inside, following articial scotoma conditioning. DeAngelis et al. (1995) did notobserve asymmetry in the RF of recorded neurons whose RF was inside the scotoma duringscotoma conditioning; this may have happened because the RF of the recorded neurons in theirexperiments was in the center of the scotoma. In the simulations, asymmetric RFs were observedin neurons close to the scotoma boundary (Figure 8) but not in neurons at the scotoma center.Figure 8 near here.Spontaneous cortical activations were not incorporated in the EXIN and LISSOMsimulations. However, synaptic plasticity during scotoma conditioning does not aectspontaneous activations in the absence of visual stimulation. Cortical spontaneous activity in theabsence of any visual stimuli is close to zero (Movshon et al., 1978). This weak activity wouldhave negligible eect on the spontaneous activation of other neurons, even if synapses betweenthem were modied. Thus, spontaneous activity in the absence of visual stimuli would be almostunchanged if scotoma conditioning resulted in synaptic plasticity. Xing and Gerstein (1994) didnot simulate the eect of adaptation on the spontaneous activation levels of Layer 2 neurons.However, they assumed that the spontaneous activation level is independent of adaptation.31
3.1.2 RF size as a function of positionPettet and Gilbert (1992) showed RF expansion of cortical neurons whose initial RF was withinthe articial scotoma, after conditioning with articial scotoma stimuli. Darian-Smith andGilbert (1995) reported that between ve minutes and one hour after bilateral retinal lesions,cortical neurons located close to or just inside the cortical scotoma boundary showed a strikingincrease in RF size.Figures 9a{c show the RF size before and after scotoma stimuli conditioning as a function ofthe position of the initial RF center, for the three models. For the EXIN network with onlylateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled, Figure 9a, and the inhibition-dominant adaptationmodel, Figure 9c, the most prominent RF expansions occur for Layer 2 neurons with initialRF centers close to and inside the scotoma edge. However, for the LISSOM network with onlylateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled, Figure 9b, the most prominent RF expansions occurfor Layer 2 neurons with initial RF centers close to and outside the scotoma edge.Figure 9 near here.3.1.3 RF size prole as a function of scotoma sizeIn the three simulations, neurons whose initial RF was close to the scotoma boundary showed themaximal expansion. This is clearly visible in the bimodal peaks in Figure 9. In the EXIN networkwith lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity alone and the inhibition-dominant adaptation model,the peaks occur for neurons with initial RF inside the scotoma region; in the LISSOM networkwith only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled, the peaks occur for neurons withinitial RF outside the scotoma region.The three simulations suggest the prediction that as the scotoma size is reduced, the peakswill move closer. This prediction is illustrated by results shown in Figure 10. Figure 10 shows theRF size of a cross section of Layer 2 neurons after scotoma conditioning with a scotoma of size9 9. The EXIN model with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled produced aunimodal function (Figure 10a). In the LISSOM model with only lateral inhibitory synapticplasticity enabled and the inhibition-dominant adaptation model, the peaks are closer inFigures 10b{c than in Figures 9b{c. 32
Figure 10 near here.3.1.4 Recovery of neurons in the cortical scotomaAfter bilateral retinal lesions, function returned over time to the cortex in a roughly concentricinward direction (Darian-Smith & Gilbert, 1995).The EXIN network with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled exhibited thisproperty during scotoma conditioning. According to the EXIN inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule,lateral inhibitory pathways to inactive or weakly active Layer 2 neurons with RF centers insidethe scotoma weaken. The neurons closest to the edge of the cortical scotoma have relativelystrong aerent inputs from locations outside the scotoma. Thus, these neuron respond rst toinputs outside the scotoma. These newly responsive neurons in turn weaken inhibition to neuronsfarther inside the cortical scotoma. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 11a.Figure 11 near here.The LISSOM lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule alone did not produce recovery inLayer 2 neurons in an concentric inward direction during scotoma conditioning. Contrary to theexperimental data, the LISSOM lateral inhibitory rule caused loss of functionality in anconcentric inward direction. According to the LISSOM lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule,during scotoma conditioning Layer 2 neurons outside and close to the cortical scotoma edge showan increase in their responsiveness and RF size because of a decrease in the inhibitory weightsfrom neurons inside the cortical scotoma. This increase in responsiveness results in increasedinhibition to functional Layer 2 neurons very close to the scotoma boundary, and consequently,these lose responsiveness to locations outside the scotoma (Figure 11b).In the inhibition-dominant adaptation model, during scotoma conditioning, adaptation ofLayer 2 neurons in the cortical scotoma decreases, which lets neurons closest to the corticalscotoma edge recover responsiveness rst (Figure 11c).3.1.5 RF shiftsFigures 12a{c display the shift in RF center after conditioning with scotoma stimuli as a functionof the position of the initial RF center of each Layer 2 neuron. The EXIN network with only33
lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled, Figure 12a, and the inhibition-dominant adaptationmodel, Figure 12c, exhibit consistent outward shifts in the RF center of Layer 2 neurons, and themaximal shifts occur for neurons with RF center close to the scotoma edge, consistent with thecentrifugal RF displacements found within 1 hour after retinal lesions (Darian-Smith &Gilbert, 1995). In contrast, the LISSOM network with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticityenabled, Figure 12b, displays consistent shifts toward the scotoma center.Figure 12 near here.3.1.6 Eect of blank stimuli on RFIn the simulations with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity (EXIN or LISSOM lateralinhibitory rule), the changes in RFs are the consequence of synaptic strength modications thatdepend on neuronal activation. When the network is presented with a blank display, no Layer 2neuron is activated, and hence no RF change occurs, consistent with the absence of changesobserved in RFs during periods of no visual stimulation (Pettet & Gilbert, 1992).In the inhibition-dominant adaptation model, the RF changes are due to dierences in theadaptation thresholds of Layer 2 neurons whose initial RF is within and outside the scotomaregion. In the inhibition-dominant adaptation model the adaptation threshold is a function ofneuronal activation within a time interval. Blank stimuli do not activate Layer 2 neurons, andthis causes the adaptation thresholds of all Layer 2 neurons to become approximately equal. Theneurons whose RF is outside the scotoma region show RF expansion. The RF size increasesbecause of the decrease in the threshold (Figure 13). In Figure 13a, the neurons inactive duringscotoma conditioning are not fully dishabituated; therefore, during presentation of blank stimuli,these neurons too show RF expansion.In Figure 13b, after a longer period of scotoma conditioning, some of the neurons are almostfully dishabituated, especially the neuron with initial RF center at position 0. Duringpresentation of blank stimuli, changes in inhibition caused by dishabituation of the neurons whoseinitial RF center is outside the scotoma become dominant. Thus, during presentation of blankstimuli, as neurons whose RF is outside the scotoma rapidly become more responsive, and they34
exert more inhibition on neurons whose RF is inside the scotoma. This results in a slightRF contraction for neurons whose RF is inside the scotoma (Figure 13b).Figure 13 near here.3.1.7 Other adaptation modelsXing and Gerstein (1994) measured the initial RFs before conditioning with normal stimuli. Thenthey conditioned the network using scotoma stimuli. In this case, the neurons in the corticalscotoma region were not aected, and those outside the cortical scotoma adapted. Adaptation ofthe neurons outside the cortical scotoma decreases their responsiveness; hence they exert lessinhibition on neurons in the cortical scotoma. As a result, the RFs of the neurons in the scotomaregion increased in size and showed other changes consistent with experimental data(Figures 14{17a). However, presenting blank stimuli to the model would result in a decrease inadaptation of all neurons. Thus, the RFs would be restored to their pre-scotoma sizes.Figure 14 near here.Figures 14b{c show changes in RF size following articial scotoma conditioning in anadaptation network with no lateral interaction and in an adaptation network with dominantlateral excitation, respectively. The two networks produce RF expansion in inactive neurons afterscotoma conditioning, and they produce RF contraction during normal stimulation followingscotoma conditioning.However, in the adaptation network with no lateral interactions, RF proles after scotomaconditioning are symmetric (Figure 15b), and the RF position of the neurons do not change(Figure 16b). In the adaptation network with dominant lateral excitation, the RF prole showsasymmetry, but the neurons are more responsive to locations within the occluded region duringscotoma conditioning (Figure 15c); this manifests itself as RF shifts toward the center of thescotoma (Figure 16c). These eects are inconsistent with the observations of Darian-Smith andGilbert (1995) and Das and Gilbert (1995b).Figure 15 near here.35
Figure 16 near here.Figures 17b{c show that in these adaptation networks, responsiveness returns to neuronswithin the cortical scotoma in a concentric inward direction.Figure 17 near here.Because the adaptation level in these adaptation models depends on neuronal activation, theRF size of neurons in these models changes in the absence of input stimulation.3.1.8 ConclusionsFrom the simulations presented in this section, it is clear that the LISSOM instar lateralinhibitory synaptic plasticity rule is insucient to model the eects of articial scotomaconditioning and retinal lesions. However, the EXIN outstar lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticityrule is sucient to model these eects.Xing and Gerstein's (1994) inhibition-dominant adaptation network failed only in modelingthe eects of presentation of blank stimuli after scotoma conditioning. In Section 4, a novelexperiment is suggested to determine the role of neuronal adaptation in producing dynamicRF changes that persist over a long periods (about 15 minutes). Cortical neurons are maximallyadapted within tens of seconds, and neurons recover their responsiveness over a period of tens ofseconds (Hammond et al., 1986, 1989). Psychophysical experiments on humans using articialscotoma conditioning produces shifts in position judgments consistent with the RF expansionhypothesis (Kapadia et al., 1994). These changes occurred over a period of 1-2 seconds, however,and would be consistent with the inhibition-dominant adaptation model.Thus, we conclude that during scotoma conditioning, eects of neuronal adaptation occurover a period of tens of seconds; however, the persistent eects produced over a period of 15minutes to hours may be caused by a long-term process, e.g., long-term synaptic plasticity. TheRF changes observed over a period of months, however, may involve sprouting and establishmentof new connections (Darian-Smith & Gilbert, 1994). The issue of time-scales is further discussedin Section 5.4.The adaptation models without lateral interaction and with dominant lateral excitation36
produced RF expansion in neurons whose RFs were within the scotoma region. However, theyproduced RF shifts inconsistent with experimental data.Sirosh et al. (1996) explained RF changes during scotoma conditioning using the LISSOMaerent excitatory synaptic plasticity. However, in their simulations the LISSOM lateralexcitatory and lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rules were also enabled. To study the eectsof aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity alone during scotoma conditioning, the next section(Section 3.2), presents simulations on the EXIN and LISSOM networks with their respectiveaerent excitatory synaptic plasticity rules.3.2 Role of aerent excitatory synaptic plasticityIn this section, the eects of scotoma conditioning on the EXIN and LISSOM networks with onlyaerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled are presented. Both the EXIN andLISSOM aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity rules are instar rules. One dierence between thetwo networks is the presence of short-range lateral excitatory connections in the LISSOM network.3.2.1 RF size as a function of positionFigures 18a{b show the RF size before and after scotoma conditioning as a function of theposition of the initial RF center, for the EXIN and the LISSOM networks with only aerentexcitatory synaptic plasticity enabled. For the EXIN network with only aerent excitatorysynaptic plasticity enabled, small RF expansions occurred for Layer 2 neurons whose initialRF center is close to and inside the scotoma edge, and Layer 2 neurons whose initial RF center isclose to and outside the scotoma boundary showed larger RF contraction (Figure 18a). Similarly,the LISSOM network with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled producedRF expansion in neurons whose initial RF is inside the scotoma and produced RF contraction inneurons close to the scotoma boundary (Figure 18b).Figure 18 near here.The EXIN and the LISSOM networks with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticityenabled produced RF expansion in neurons whose initial RF center is inside the scotoma,consistent with the results of Pettet and Gilbert (1992).37
The LISSOM network with aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity alone showed largerRF expansion than the EXIN network with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabledbecause of the short-range lateral excitatory connections in the LISSOM network. In theLISSOM network, the neurons whose responsiveness increased (because of decreased inhibitionthrough weakening of aerent pathways converging on other neurons) elevated the responsivenessof their neighbors via lateral excitatory connections, thereby producing large RF expansions. InFigure 18b, the curve showing RF size after scotoma conditioning is unimodal. The curve wouldbecome bimodal when the scotoma size is increased. In the LISSOM network, the weight of thelateral excitatory and inhibitory pathway decreases as the distance between the source and targetneurons increases. Thus, as the scotoma size is increased, the eects of lateral pathways betweenneurons whose RFs are close to the scotoma boundary and neurons whose RFs are close to thecenter of the scotoma decrease, and therefore the amount of RF expansion in neurons whose RFsare close to the scotoma center will be less than the amount of RF expansion in neurons whoseRFs are inside the scotoma, but closer to the scotoma boundary than the scotoma center. Thus,the RF size curve after scotoma conditioning becomes bimodal.Figure 19 shows the RF prole of a neuron that exhibited RF expansion and another thatexhibited RF contraction in the two simulations. After scotoma conditioning, the RF prole ofsome neurons in these networks was asymmetric, consistent with observations of Das andGilbert (1995b). The asymmetric RF shape is caused by asymmetric changes in weights in thetwo networks. Figure 19 near here.In Figure 18a, neurons far away from the scotoma showed RF expansion. In the EXINnetwork with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled, during scotoma conditioningneurons initially in the cortical scotoma strengthened their aerent connections from locationsoutside the scotoma. Thus, neurons surrounding the cortical scotoma received more inhibitionwhen locations outside the scotoma were stimulated, and suppression of responsiveness of theseneurons resulted in a slight increase in responsiveness of neurons farther away from the scotoma(Figure 20). 38
Figure 20 near here.3.2.2 Recovery of neurons in the cortical scotomaThe EXIN and the LISSOM networks with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabledexhibited new responsiveness to stimuli outside the scotoma in neurons whose initial RF is insidethe scotoma, during scotoma conditioning (Figure 21). This is consistent with the nding thatafter bilateral retinal lesions, function returned over time to the cortex in a roughly concentricinward direction (Darian-Smith & Gilbert, 1995).Figure 21 near here.3.2.3 RF shiftsFigures 22a{b display the shift in RF center after conditioning with scotoma stimuli as a functionof the position of the initial RF center of each Layer 2 neuron. The EXIN and LISSOM networkswith only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled, Figures 22a{b, exhibited consistentoutward shifts in the RF center of Layer 2 neurons. The maximal shifts occurred for neuronswhose RF center was close to the scotoma edge. These results are consistent with the consistentsmall centrifugal RF shift away from the lesion center, between ve minutes and one hour afterthe retinal lesions, observed by Darian-Smith and Gilbert (1995). In the two networks, neuronswhose initial RF center was inside the scotoma showed outward shift because of the asymmetricRF expansion (Figure 19), and neurons whose initial RF overlapped the scotoma boundaryshowed an outward shift because of RF contraction (Figure 19).Figure 22 near here.During normal stimulation following scotoma conditioning, the EXIN network with onlyaerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled did not recover (Figure 22a). This eect wascaused by strong lateral inhibition, which prevented the neurons whose RF size decreased(because of weakening of pathways from the scotoma during scotoma conditioning) frombecoming strongly active to inputs at positions inside the scotoma. The weak aerent connectionswere thus prevented from becoming strong. In the LISSOM network with aerent excitatory39
synaptic plasticity alone, the short-range lateral excitatory connections helped neurons with weakaerent connections from the scotoma region to become more active, and hence to strengthen theweak aerent pathways (Figure 22b).To ensure that the lack of recovery in the EXIN simulation was not caused by insucienttraining, the simulation was run for much longer time (dotted line in Figure 22a). In fact,additional training shifted the RFs of neurons farther away from their original positions. Thedotted line in Figure 22a is jagged, implying that the RF positions of some neurons shiftedtoward the scotoma center and the RF positions of neighboring neurons shifted away from thescotoma center. This behavior is the consequence of the strong lateral inhibitory interactionsbetween the neurons. Because of strong lateral inhibition, when a neuron's responsivenessincreases it suppresses the activation of neighboring neurons, and thus neurons farther away fromthe neighbor neurons receive less inhibition. This alternation of increased inhibition anddecreased inhibition causes RF shifts in opposite directions in neighboring neurons.However, with both the aerent excitatory and the lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticityenabled, the neurons in the EXIN network tended to recover their original RF properties (size,position, shape, and responsiveness) during normal stimulation following scotoma conditioning.During normal stimulation following scotoma conditioning, lateral inhibitory connection weightsto the weakly active neurons decreased, and lateral inhibitory connection weights to stronglyneurons increased. This led to an attraction eect on neurons with weakened aerent connectionsfrom the scotoma region and a repulsive eect on neurons with strengthened aerent connectionsfrom outside the scotoma region, resulting in a shift in RF centers toward their original locations(Figure 22c) and restoration of the original RF sizes (Figure 18c). During the normal stimulationfollowing scotoma conditioning, the EXIN network with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticityrule completely recovered the original RF properties, but the EXIN network with only aerentexcitatory synaptic plasticity enabled did not recover the original RF properties. Thus, in the fullEXIN network, the amount of recovery of RF properties during normal stimulation followingscotoma conditioning will depend on which rule produces the dominant eects.40
3.2.4 Eect of blank stimuli on RFsIn the EXIN and LISSOM networks with aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity alone, a blankinput display causes the Layer 2 neurons to be inactive, and therefore aerent excitatory pathwayweights and cortical RFs do not change.3.2.5 ConclusionsThe EXIN and the LISSOM networks with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabledproduced RF expansion consistent with experimental eects of articial scotoma conditioning andbilateral retinal lesions. The EXIN network with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticityenabled did not recover during normal stimulation following scotoma conditioning. However, thefull EXIN network with both aerent excitatory and lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled,did recover. In both the EXIN and the LISSOM networks with only aerent excitatory synapticplasticity enabled, RF contraction in neurons whose initial RF overlapped the scotoma edge wasobserved during scotoma conditioning.3.3 Role of lateral excitatory synaptic plasticityIn this section, the eects of the LISSOM instar lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity rule aloneduring scotoma conditioning are presented.These simulations demonstrate that in a network with short-range lateral dominantexcitatory connections and long-range lateral dominant inhibitory connections, an instar rule tomodify the short-range lateral excitatory connections during scotoma conditioning producesRF expansion in neurons whose initial RF center is inside the scotoma.3.3.1 RF size as a function of positionFigure 23a shows the RF size before and after scotoma stimuli conditioning as a function of theposition of the initial RF center. In the LISSOM network with only instar lateral excitatorysynaptic plasticity enabled, Figure 23a, RF expansions occurred for Layer 2 neurons whose initialRF center is inside the scotoma edge. In addition, neurons whose initial RF center is close to andoutside the scotoma boundary showed RF contraction. These eects are similar to those observed41
in the EXIN and the LISSOM networks with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled(Section 3.2). Figure 23 near here.In the LISSOM network with instar lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity alone, duringscotoma conditioning the lateral excitatory pathways from the neurons just inside the corticalscotoma to those just outside weaken. Thus, in the LISSOM network with only instar lateralexcitatory synaptic plasticity enabled, neurons whose RF is close to and outside the scotomabecome less responsive to stimulation within and close to the scotoma boundary. This causesRF contraction in neurons whose initial RF is close to and outside the scotoma. Furthermore,because of the decreased responsiveness of these neurons to stimulation within and close to thescotoma boundary, they exert less inhibition on neurons whose initial RF is inside and away fromthe scotoma boundary, resulting in RF expansion.In Figure 23b, the neuron became more responsive to locations away from the scotomacenter, consistent with the results of Das and Gilbert (1995b). Normal stimulation followingscotoma conditioning restored the RF size in the LISSOM network with instar excitatory synapticplasticity alone (Figure 23).3.3.2 Recovery of neurons in the cortical scotomaThe LISSOM network with instar lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity alone exhibited newresponsiveness to stimuli outside the scotoma in neurons whose initial RF is inside the scotoma,during scotoma conditioning (Figure 23c).3.3.3 RF shiftsFigure 23d displays the shift in RF center after conditioning with scotoma stimuli as a function ofthe initial RF center position of Layer 2 neurons. The LISSOM network with only instar lateralexcitatory synaptic plasticity enabled exhibits consistent outward shifts (Figure 23d).In the LISSOM network with only instar lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled,neurons whose initial RF center is inside the scotoma showed outward shift because of42
asymmetric RF expansion (Figure 23b), and neurons whose initial RF overlapped the scotomaboundary showed outward shift because of RF contraction.3.3.4 Eect of blank stimuli on RFIn the LISSOM network with only lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled, when no inputstimulation is present, Layer 2 neurons are inactive, and therefore lateral excitatory pathwayweights and cortical RFs do not change.3.3.5 ConclusionsThe LISSOM network with instar lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity alone produces manyeects consistent with the experimental eects of articial scotoma conditioning and bilateralretinal lesions. The LISSOM network with only instar lateral excitatory synaptic plasticityenabled produces RF contraction in neurons whose initial RF is just outside the scotoma duringscotoma conditioning. Instar lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity in a network with short-rangelateral excitatory connections and long-range inhibitory connections thus modelsdynamic RF changes during articial scotoma conditioning.In the LISSOM network, if the outstar lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity rule is usedinstead of the LISSOM instar lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity rule, then after scotomaconditioning the network may produce RF expansion in neurons outside the cortical scotoma andmay produce RF shifts toward the scotoma center. These may happen during scotomaconditioning because an outstar lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity rule weakens lateralexcitatory pathways from active neurons to inactive neurons, whereas an instar lateral excitatorysynaptic plasticity rule weakens lateral excitatory pathways from inactive neurons to activeneurons.4 Simulation results: Complementary scotoma stimuliThe EXIN network (with aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity or lateral inhibitory synapticplasticity alone), the LISSOM network (with aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity or instarlateral excitatory synaptic plasticity alone), and the inhibition-dominant adaptation model43
explain many important features of the articial scotoma experiment (Pettet & Gilbert, 1992)and the experiment on the short-term eects of the bilateral retinal lesion (Darian-Smith &Gilbert, 1995). However, the inhibition-dominant adaptation model diers from other models inits behavior after blank screen conditioning (Section 3.1.6). The EXIN network with instaraerent excitatory synaptic plasticity alone and the LISSOM network with instar aerent orinstar lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity alone produce RF contraction during scotomaconditioning, in neurons whose initial RF overlaps the scotoma boundary.To further distinguish between the EXIN synaptic plasticity rules, the LISSOM synapticplasticity rules, and the adaptation rule, a \complementary scotoma" stimulation experiment isproposed. In this conditioning paradigm, after the initial conditioning with normal stimuli, thenetwork is presented with stimuli that have two alternating, complementary scotoma regions.That is, for any stimulus, the scotoma is a hemield or its complementary hemield. Theduration of presentation, inter-trial interval, and duration before testing after conditioning shouldbe varied to control for the ubiquitous neuronal adaptation in the cortex. The duration ofpresentation of each hemield should short (e.g., 1{10 seconds).4.1 RF changes because of synaptic plasticityIn the EXIN network with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled, neurons whose RFis near the common boundary of the complementary scotoma regions show maximal increase inRF size. The expansion is due to the decrease in the lateral inhibitory weights between layer 2neurons whose RFs are inside and outside the common boundary of the complementary scotomaregions. The decrease occurs because these neurons are never coactivated during complementaryscotoma conditioning. Figure 24a shows the results of a complementary scotoma simulation,plotting Layer 2 RF size as a function of position of the initial RF center. The RF expansion wasaccompanied by an increase in responsiveness of the corresponding Layer 2 neurons.Figure 24 near here.Figure 24b shows Layer 2 RF size as a function of position of the initial RF center, after theLISSOM network with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled was presented with44
complementary scotoma stimuli. The behavior of the LISSOM network with only lateralinhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled was similar to that of the EXIN network with only lateralinhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled for this conditioning. Layer 2 neurons in the LISSOMnetwork, with RFs inside and outside the common boundary of the complementary scotomaregions, were never coactivated. This resulted in a decrease in the strength of lateral inhibitoryconnections between these neurons. Thus, RFs near the boundary increased in size.Figure 25 near here.Figure 25a shows Layer 2 RF size as a function of position of the initial RF center after theEXIN network with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled was presented withcomplementary scotoma stimuli. The neurons whose initial RF overlapped the complementaryscotoma boundary showed RF contraction, as these neurons received weakened aerent pathwaysfrom positions close to the complementary scotoma boundary. Complementary scotomaconditioning of the LISSOM network with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabledproduced the same eects (Figure 25b).The LISSOM network with instar lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity alone producedRF contraction in neurons whose initial RF straddled the complementary scotoma boundary.This happens because anti-correlated activity in neurons whose initial RF center lay on oppositesides of the complementary scotoma boundary results in weakening of mutual lateral excitatoryconnections, leading to RF contraction (Figure 25c).In the EXIN and the LISSOM networks with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticityenabled, the RFs of neurons across the complementary scotoma boundary shifted toward eachother (Figure 26). However, in the EXIN network with only aerent excitatory plasticity enabledand in the LISSOM network with either aerent excitatory or lateral excitatory plasticityenabled, the RFs of neurons across the complementary scotoma boundary shifted away from eachother (Figure 27). In the LISSOM network with lateral excitatory plasticity alone, smallerRF shifts in neurons far from the cortical complementary scotoma boundary were due to reducedinhibition to these neurons from neurons close to the cortical complementary scotoma boundary.Figure 26 near here.45
Figure 27 near here.4.2 RF changes because of neuronal adaptationDuring complementary scotoma conditioning, Layer 2 neurons are activated alternately becauseof the alternate complementary input stimulations. Thus, Layer 2 neurons become less adaptedcompared to the adaptation level after the initial whole eld stimulation.In the computer simulations of complementary scotoma conditioning of theinhibition-dominant network, Layer 2 neurons whose initial RF straddles the complementaryscotoma boundary were more adapted than neurons whose initial RF is away from thecomplementary scotoma boundary. But the Layer 2 RF size as a function of the initial RF centerposition was almost at (Figure 24c). Note that the RF size of a Layer 2 neuron was dened asthe number of input positions at which stimulation drives the neuron's activation above athreshold. The dierence in adaptation level among the neurons was not large enough to producesignicant change in RF size. The small dierences in the adaptation level of Layer 2 neuronsafter complementary scotoma conditioning was manifested as small RF shifts (Figure 26c).Because neurons whose RF center was close to the complementary scotoma boundary were moreadapted than the other neurons, they exerted less lateral inhibition on neurons whose initialRF center was away from the complementary scotoma boundary, and the RF center of neuronswhose RF center was on either side of the complementary scotoma boundary shifted toward eachother. If neurons whose RF center was close to the complementary scotoma boundary were lessadapted than the other neurons, then they would have maximal RF size, and they would exertmore lateral inhibition on neurons whose initial RF center was away from the complementaryscotoma boundary; thus the RF centers of neurons whose RF centers were on either side of thecomplementary scotoma boundary would shift away from each other.In the simulation of complementary scotoma conditioning of the adaptation network with nolateral interaction, Layer 2 neurons whose RF center was close to the complementary scotomaboundary were more adapted than other neurons. Thus, they may have a smaller RF thanneurons whose initial RF center was away from the complementary scotoma boundary. As in thesimulation of the inhibition-dominant adaptation model, the RF sizes of Layer 2 neurons were46
almost the same (Figure 28a). No RF shifts occurred because there are no lateral interactions(Figure 29a). If Layer 2 neurons whose RF center was close to the complementary scotoma wereless adapted than other neurons, they would have larger RFs than other neurons, and again therewould not be any RF shifts. Figure 28 near here.Figure 29 near here.In the simulation of complementary scotoma conditioning of the excitation-dominantadaptation, Layer 2 neurons whose RF center was close to the complementary scotoma boundarywere less adapted than other neurons. Thus, they had larger RFs than neurons whose initialRF center was away from the complementary scotoma boundary (Figure 28b). Because neuronswhose RF center was close to the complementary scotoma boundary were less adapted than theother neurons, they exerted more lateral excitation on neurons whose initial RF center was awayfrom the complementary scotoma boundary, and the RF centers of neurons whose RF centerswere on either side of the complementary scotoma boundary shifted toward each other(Figure 29b). If neurons whose RF center was close to the complementary scotoma boundarywere more adapted than the other neurons, then they would have smaller RFs than otherneurons, and they would exert less lateral excitation on neurons whose initial RF center was awayfrom the complementary scotoma boundary; thus, the RF centers of neurons whose RF centerswere on either side of the complementary scotoma boundary would shift away from each other.4.2.1 Eects of network interactions on neuronal adaptationIn the adaptation networks, the complementary scotoma stimulation activates Layer 2 neuronswith close to equal probability. The adaptation levels of Layer 2 neurons in the adaptationnetworks are not necessarily equal for the following reasons. (1) Neurons whose initial RFstraddles the complementary scotoma boundary are activated slightly more often (althoughpossibly at a lower intensity), and therefore these neurons may become slightly more adaptedthan other neurons. (2) Neurons whose RF center is close to the center of a hemield have a largenumber of their aerent excitatory pathways excited when that hemield is stimulated, whereas47
neurons whose RF center is close to the complementary scotoma boundary have only a smallnumber of their aerent excitatory pathways excited. Thus, neurons whose RF center is close tothe center of a hemield are likely to be more strongly activated and therefore more adapted thanneurons whose RF center is close to the complementary scotoma boundary. (3) The dierence inthe amount of aerent excitation received by the Layer 2 neurons is further accentuated by theadaptation threshold. If Layer 2 neurons have large thresholds, neurons receiving larger aerentexcitation are more likely to be activated and hence be more adapted. (4) In theinhibition-dominant adaptation network, neurons whose RF center is close to the complementaryscotoma boundary receive less lateral inhibition than neurons whose RF center is close to thecenter of a hemield, thus making neurons whose RF center is close to the complementaryscotoma boundary likely to respond strongly and become more adapted. On the other hand, inthe excitation-dominant adaptation network, neurons whose RF center is close to thecomplementary scotoma boundary receive less lateral excitation than neurons whose RF center isclose to the center of a hemield, thus making them respond weakly and become less adapted.The eventual distribution of adaptation levels will be determined by the more dominant factors.4.3 Recovery of RF propertiesNormal stimulation following complementary scotoma conditioning caused restoration of theoriginal RF size and position in the EXIN and LISSOM networks with only lateral inhibitorysynaptic plasticity enabled, in all the adaptation networks, and in the LISSOM network with onlyaerent synaptic plasticity enabled (Figures 24{29).The EXIN network with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled (Figures 25a and27a) did not recover its original RF properties. The LISSOM network with only lateral excitatorysynaptic plasticity enabled (Figures 25c and 27c) also did not recover some of its originalRF properties, because as the lateral excitatory pathways weaken, eective inhibition betweenneurons increases, and increased lateral inhibition makes Layer 2 neurons less coactive.4.4 ConclusionsComplementary scotoma conditioning revealed dierences in the behaviors of the various models.Thus, a neurobiological experiment using complementary scotoma conditioning could discriminate48
between the dierent models based on their predictions. The predictions of the dierent modelsare described below.After complementary scotoma conditioning, the EXIN and the LISSOM network, with onlytheir respective lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rules enabled, predict that cortical neuronswhose initial RF centers were close to the complementary scotoma boundary would havelarger RFs than neurons whose initial RF centers were far from the complementary scotomaboundary, and the initial RFs on opposite sides of the complementary scotoma boundary wouldshift toward each other, whereas the LISSOM network with only lateral excitatory synapticplasticity and the EXIN and the LISSOM network with only aerent excitatory synapticplasticity predict that neurons whose initial RF centers were close to the complementary scotomaboundary would have smaller RFs than neurons whose initial RF centers were far from thecomplementary scotoma boundary, and the initial RFs on opposite sides of the complementaryscotoma boundary would shift away from each other.After complementary scotoma conditioning, the adaptation network with no lateralinteraction predicts that RFs of neurons whose initial RF centers were close to thecomplementary scotoma boundary would be smaller than, equal to, or greater than the RFs ofother neurons, but no RF shifts would occur because the aerent weights were symmetric.The inhibition-dominant adaptation network network predict that, complementary scotomaconditioning would (1) cause the RFs of neurons whose initial RF centers were close to thescotoma boundary to be smaller than the RFs of other neurons and cause the RFs on oppositesides of the complementary scotoma boundary to shift toward each other, or (2) cause the RFs ofneurons whose initial RF centers were close to the scotoma boundary to be larger than the RFs ofother neurons, and cause the RFs on opposite sides of the complementary scotoma boundary toshift away from each other. In the excitation-dominant network, however, when the RFs ofneurons whose initial RF centers were close to the scotoma boundary are smaller (larger) than theRFs of other neurons, the RFs across the complementary scotoma boundary shift away from (shifttoward) each other. The specic eects will depend on the conditions discussed in Section 4.2.1.It is possible that the rates of change in the eective lateral excitation and the eectivelateral inhibition may dier at short and long ranges. This can be probed by scotoma and49
complementary scotoma conditioning. For example, if at short ranges eective lateral excitationdecreases faster than lateral inhibition, then scotoma conditioning should produce RF contractionin neurons whose initial RF center is close to the scotoma boundary and RF expansion in neuronswhose initial RF is inside and far from the scotoma boundary.5 DiscussionThe eects of the EXIN rules, the LISSOM rules, and the adaptation rule in response to articialscotoma stimuli have been compared. The experimental data and the simulation predictions aresummarized in Table 1. The entries in boldface indicate where the models are in agreement withexperimental data. Table 1 near here.The EXIN network with outstar lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity alone produced thefollowing eects, corresponding closely to the reported neurophysiology. During scotoma/normalconditioning, the EXIN model with only outstar lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabledproduced centrifugal expansion of RFs that were initially inside the scotoma region; the greatest expansion for RFs closest to the scotoma boundary; RF expansion that exceeded the boundaries of the scotoma for RFs close to the scotomaboundary; increased response from the area of the initial RF (DeAngelis et al., 1994, 1995), withoutchanges in spontaneous activation in the absence of visual stimulation (Pettet &Gilbert, 1992); asymmetric RF proles in neurons with initial RF close to the scotoma boundary (Das &Gilbert, 1995b); RF contraction to original size during subsequent normal stimulation; and50
 no RF changes in the absence of stimulation.During complementary scotoma conditioning the EXIN network with only outstar lateralinhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled showed maximal RF size for neurons whose initial RF was on either side of the scotoma boundary;and a shift in RF of neurons whose initial RFs were close the scotoma boundary toward eachother.The EXIN model with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled produced thefollowing eects, dierent from those produced by the EXIN model with only lateral inhibitorysynaptic plasticity enabled: neurons aected by scotoma conditioning did not recover their original RF size andRF position; and complementary scotoma conditioning caused RF contraction and minimal RF size inneurons whose initial RF was on either side of the scotoma boundary; and complementary scotoma conditioning shifted the RFs of neurons whose initial RFs wereclose to the scotoma boundary away from each other.The other eects were the same as those produced by the EXIN model with only lateralinhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled (see Table 1).The eects of scotoma conditioning and complementary scotoma conditioning the fullEXIN network (with the aerent excitatory and the lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rulesenabled) will depend on the relative rate of learning in the two rules. The eects obtained bydisabling one of the two rules are at the ends of a continuum of eects produced by theEXIN rules. Because the two EXIN rules produce many common eects after scotomaconditioning (see Table 1), the full EXIN network too produces these eects. Unlike theEXIN network with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity, the full network can recover the51
original RFs during normal conditioning following scotoma conditioning. Thus, the fullEXIN network produces eects consistent with neurophysiological data on articial scotomaconditioning. However, during complementary scotoma conditioning the two EXIN rules produceopposite eects (Table 1), and thus the overall eects produced by the full EXIN network willdepend on the relative magnitudes of changes produced by the two rules.The LISSOM network with only instar lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabledproduced the following eect inconsistent with neurophysiological data. In response tonormal/scotoma conditioning, the network showed expansion of RFs that were initially outside the scotoma and close to the scotoma boundary.The LISSOM network with aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity alone or instar lateralexcitatory synaptic plasticity alone produced RF expansion in neurons whose initial RF wasinside the scotoma during scotoma conditioning and produced eects similar to those produced bythe EXIN network with only outstar lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled during scotomaconditioning. However, during complementary scotoma conditioning, the LISSOM network withinstar aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity alone or instar lateral excitatory synaptic plasticityalone produced RF contraction and minimal RF size in neurons whose initial RF was on either side of thescotoma boundary; and shifts in RF of neurons whose initial RFs were close the scotoma boundary, away each other.As in the full EXIN network, the eects produced by the full LISSOM network after scotomaconditioning and complementary scotoma conditioning will depend on the relative magnitudes ofchanges produced by the three rules in the LISSOM model. The important observation is that,after scotoma or complementary conditioning, many of the eects produced by theLISSOM lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule are in conict with those produced by theLISSOM aerent and lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity rules (see Table 1).The inhibition-dominant adaptation model produced several eects (Xing & Gerstein, 1994)consistent with neurophysiological data. However, the inhibition-dominant adaptation networkproduced the following eect inconsistent with neurophysiological data:52
 changes in RF size in the absence of stimulation.The adaptation network with no lateral interaction and the excitation-dominant adaptationnetwork produced RF expansion in neurons in the cortical scotoma. However, the RF size inthese networks changed in the absence of stimulation, inconsistent with experimental data. In theadaptation network with no lateral interaction, the RFs remained symmetric, and RF positionsdid not change following scotoma conditioning. In the excitation-dominant adaptation network,the RFs shifted toward the scotoma center. These results are inconsistent with neurophysiologicaldata.After complementary scotoma conditioning the adaptation networks, the RFs of neuronswhose initial RF centers were close to the complementary scotoma boundary may be smaller orlarger than the RFs of other neurons; the RF size is parameter dependent. In the adaptationnetwork with no lateral interaction no RF shifts occurred. In the inhibition-dominant adaptationnetwork, when the RFs of neurons whose initial RF centers were close to the complementaryscotoma boundary were larger than the RFs of other neurons, then the RFs on opposite sides ofthe boundary shifted away from each other, but when the RFs of neurons whose initialRF centers were close to the complementary scotoma boundary were smaller than the RFs ofother neurons, then the RFs on opposite sides of the boundary shifted toward each other. In theexcitation-dominant adaptation network, the relationship between the relative RF size andRF shift are opposite to that in the inhibition-dominant adaptation network.The role of aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity rule in producing fast (on the order ofminutes or hours) RF changes in adult animals may be very limited or non-existent. Restrictedretinal lesion in cats produced RF changes in neurons in layers 3 and 4 of area 17 within hoursonly if the non-lesioned eye was closed (Chino et al., 1992). This result is contrary to theprediction of a model with only a fast instar aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity rule (e.g., theEXIN and the LISSOM aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity rules), because active neuronswould weaken their connections from the lesioned region, regardless of whether the other eye isopen or closed, to produce changes in RF properties. Furthermore, changes in ocular dominance,which are presumed to be caused by changes in thalamocortical aerents (Clothiaux et al., 1991;53
Miller et al., 1989), cannot be induced in adult animals by visual deprivation. However, dynamicRF changes because of aerent excitatory plasticity would be consistent with the results ofChino et al. (1992) if the aerent excitatory plasticity occurs in pathways originating from abinocular layer . With the unlesioned eye open, there will be no scotoma in the binocular layer,and hence aerent excitatory pathways from the binocular layer will not change. But,Chino et al. (1992) observed no change in RF of neurons in layer 4 of cat area 17 (which mayreceive monocular thalamocortical inputs) when the unlesioned eye was open. In the EXINnetwork with outstar lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity alone, the LISSOM networks withinstar lateral excitatory or instar lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity alone, and the adaptationnetworks, with the unlesioned eye open there is no cortical scotoma; all binocular neurons in thenetworks are active during the conditioning and therefore the lateral weights in the EXIN or theLISSOM networks and the adaptation level in the inhibition-dominant adaptation network wouldremain almost unchanged. However, there might be some small changes in RF properties becausesome cortical neurons are binocularly activated while others are monocularly activated by theunlesioned eye.Instar lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity alone in the LISSOM network decreases lateralexcitatory connection weights from neurons inside the cortical scotoma to those outside thecortical scotoma. This directly reduced the RF size of neurons whose initial RF center is close toand outside the scotoma (Figure 23) and indirectly leads to RF expansion in neurons whoseinitial RF is inside the scotoma (Figure 23). In the EXIN model with lateral inhibitory synapticplasticity alone, scotoma conditioning leads to weakening of the lateral inhibitory connectionsfrom neurons outside the cortical scotoma to those inside. This directly leads to RF expansion inneurons inside the cortical scotoma. The increased responsiveness of neurons inside the corticalscotoma then lets those neurons exert more inhibition on neurons outside the cortical scotoma,leading indirectly to RF contraction of neurons outside the cortical scotoma (Figures 7 and 10).Thus, these two models produce qualitatively similar results during scotoma conditioning; theresults are closest to the experimental data on articial scotoma conditioning and retinal lesions.However, as shown in Section 4, they exhibit dierent RF changes during complementary scotomaconditioning. 54
Grajski and Merzenich (1990) proposed a model with plasticity in aerent excitatory, lateralexcitatory, and lateral inhibitory pathways, for RF changes following repetitive peripheralstimulation of a restricted skin region. Their plasticity rule is a covariance rule withnormalization; pathway strength is weakened if either the source or the target neuron is inactive.Such a rule would produce roughly symmetric RF changes across the cortical scotoma boundaryeven during scotoma conditioning, contrary to the experimental data and contrary to the EXINand LISSOM rules.5.1 Models based on the EXIN and the LISSOM rulesSeveral visual functions and visual cortical properties have been modeled by the EXIN and theLISSOM rules.The EXIN aerent excitatory and lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rules together havebeen used to model visual disparity selectivity (Marshall, 1990c), visual motion selectivity andgrouping (Marshall, 1990a), visual inertia (Hubbard & Marshall, 1994), visual motion integrationin the aperture problem (Marshall, 1990a), visual length selectivity and end-stopping(Marshall, 1990b), visual depth perception from occlusion events (Marshall & Alley, 1993;Marshall et al., 1996a), visual depth from motion parallax (Marshall, 1989), visual motionsmearing (Martin & Marshall, 1993), visual orientation selectivity (Marshall, 1990d), and visualstereomatching (Marshall et al., 1996b).The LISSOM rules have been used to model development of topographic RFs (Sirosh &Miikkulainen, 1994b, 1997), visual orientation tuning and orientation columns(Sirosh et al., 1996), ocular dominance columns (Sirosh & Miikkulainen, 1995, Sirosh et al., 1996),RF changes after cortical lesions (Sirosh & Miikkulainen, 1994a), and tilt aftereects (Bednar &Miikkulainen, 1997).Although, the EXIN and the LISSOM rules model some visual functions and corticalproperties, they produce dierent eects after articial scotoma conditioning. Thus, the analysesof the eects of the various synaptic plasticity rules during articial scotoma conditioningprovides a basis for determining the rules for cortical plasticity.55
5.2 Transient response bias in RF measurementsThe changes in RFs produced by the EXIN and the LISSOM rules persist after cessation of theconditioning stimuli. However, several results show that some dynamic RF changes produced byarticial scotoma conditioning are transient. For example, some RF changes occurred withinseconds of the conditioning, and recovery time was also on the order of seconds, in the absence ofstimulation (DeAngelis et al., 1995; Kapadia et al., 1994). These transient changes in RF can bemodeled by the Xing and Gerstein (1994) inhibition-dominant adaptation model, operating at afast time-scale (1{10 seconds). Adaptation could also be added to the EXIN and the LISSOMmodels to describe the transient RF changes. The transient RF aects appear to be a separatephenomenon from the RF dynamics that operate at a slower time scale (5{15 minutes).5.3 Eect of orientation on RF dynamicsPettet and Gilbert (1992) studied the eects of conditioning a neuron by presenting the articialscotoma against a background of moving bars oriented orthogonally to the preferred orientationof the neuron (cross-orientation articial scotoma). For a few neurons (3 out of 15), they found anexpansion with iso-orientation conditioning stimuli and did not nd an expansion with theorthogonal pattern. In these cases, the orthogonal pattern actually reduced the RF size andresponsiveness of the neuron.The EXIN rules predict that cross-orientation articial scotoma conditioning of a neuronwould produce less expansion than would iso-orientation articial scotoma conditioning. Lateralinhibition between neurons becomes roughly proportional to the amount of overlap in their RFs,using the EXIN rules (Marshall, 1990bcd; 1992ab; 1995a). The EXIN model predicts strongiso-orientation inhibition and weak ortho-orientation inhibition (Marshall, 1990d) consistent withthe results of Ferster (1989). During cross-orientation articial scotoma conditioning, the decreasein lateral inhibition to the test neuron will be small because according to the EXIN rules, theortho-orientation inhibition is small. In addition, the EXIN rules can model the shrinkage aftercross-orientation articial scotoma conditioning observed by Pettet and Gilbert (1992). Thecross-orientation scotoma conditioning causes neurons with the near-orthogonal preferred56
orientation within the cortical scotoma to become more responsive and to exert more inhibitionon the recorded neuron. Further simulations are needed to demonstrate this prediction.Gilbert and Wiesel (1990) found short term modications in the orientation specicity ofneurons, in response to contextual stimuli placed outside a neuron's RF. Presentation ofdierently oriented bars in the surround of a neuron's RF caused the neuron's tuning curve toshift. In some cases, the change persisted even after the removal of the surround stimuli. Themost eective way of restoring the neuron's original orientation tuning was to stimulate thesurround with lines of varying orientation, for a period of about 10 mins. This persistent eectmay be produced by changes in the lateral inhibitory weights between neurons with dierentorientation specicity. An explanation of this eect based on synaptic changes may explaindevelopment of connection patterns that can produce the various kinds of contextual eects(Badcock & Westheimer, 1985; Butler & Westheimer, 1978; Westheimer, 1986, 1989;Westheimer & McKee, 1977; Westheimer et al., 1976).5.4 Long-term eects of retinal lesions on RF propertiesDarian-Smith and Gilbert (1995) found that about 5 minutes after bilateral retinal lesionsneurons in the cortical scotoma became responsive to visual stimuli outside the lesioned regions.However, the neurons that acquired responsiveness to locations outside the lesioned retina wereless responsive and more sluggish in their response compared to neurons in the normal cortex.The sluggish response of neurons in the recovered area of the cortical scotoma in the primaryvisual cortex may arise because these neurons receive aerent excitation via weak connections,which can activate these neurons because of the reduced lateral inhibition they receive, as aconsequence of the EXIN lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule, the EXIN or the LISSOMaerent excitatory synaptic plasticity rule, or the LISSOM lateral excitatory synaptic plasticityrule. It is also possible that the cortical recovery is aided by long-range lateral excitation or byfeedback connections from other cortical layers (Darian-Smith & Gilbert, 1994, 1995), in additionto the changes in lateral inhibition in the primary visual cortex. Cortical scotoma in deeper layerscan modify RF properties of neurons in the deeper layers, and these changes can aectRF properties in lower cortical layers via feedback pathways. Within the EXIN learning57
framework, feedback connections have been used in the representation of oblique and transparentsurfaces dened by stereo disparity (Marshall & Kalarickal, 1995; Marshall et al., 1996b) and inmotion grouping (Schmitt & Marshall, 1995, 1996).The cortical reorganization occurring over a period of weeks and months following retinallesions may also involve the sprouting and establishment of new connections { eithersynaptogenesis along existing bers or the physical extension of axonal/dendritic terminals inaddition to synaptogenesis (Darian-Smith & Gilbert, 1994).Even after several months after the retinal lesions, a small region of the cortex remainedunresponsive to visual stimulation in the unlesioned retinal regions. Darian-Smith andGilbert (1995) invoke physical limits on the extent of changes in the horizontal connections toexplain the existence of the persistent deprived cortical region.5.5 Role of lateral excitatory pathways in RF propertiesThe LISSOM network has been used to model self-organization of topographic RF organizationand ocular dominance columns and the eects of cortical lesions (Sirosh & Miikkulainen, 1994ab,1995, 1997). In the LISSOM network, topographically ordered RFs develop if the initial aerentconnections are ordered in overlapping patches and the synaptic weights are random (Sirosh &Miikkulainen, 1997). This possibility suggests that undeveloped cortex with input aerentsordered in overlapping connections but with random synaptic weights can develop intotopographically organized cortex.The EXIN network described in this paper does not have lateral excitatory connections.Lateral excitatory connections with signal transmission latencies have been used in conjunctionwith the EXIN rules to model several aspects of visual motion perception (Hubbard &Marshall, 1994; Marshall, 1989, 1990a, 1991, 1995b; Marshall & Alley, 1993; Martin &Marshall, 1993). The EXIN lateral connectivity pattern can be viewed of as a limiting case of theLISSOM connectivity pattern, when the lateral excitatory zone of a Layer 2 neuron contains onlyitself. Smaller lateral excitatory zones lead to smaller regions of topographic ordering. Like theLISSOM network, the EXIN network could show local topographic ordering if it had lateralexcitatory connection pathways. 58
5.6 Signicance of the EXIN lateral inhibitory plasticity ruleIn the EXIN model, strong lateral inhibitory pathways develop between neurons that areconsistently coactivated. Neurons can be consistently coactivated if they receive excitatoryaerents from many common input neurons. Thus, in the EXIN model, cortical neurons thatshare inputs have strong lateral inhibitory pathways between them. This is consistent withexperimental results suggesting that a neuron receives the strongest inhibition when its stimuliare most similar to the preferred stimuli of the neuron (Blakemore & Tobin, 1972;DeAngelis et al., 1992; Ferster, 1989).The EXIN lateral inhibitory plasticity rule has several desirable functional properties. Theinhibitory synaptic plasticity rule leads to improved stimulus discrimination, sparse anddistributed coding, and exclusive allocation (Marshall, 1995a; Marshall & Gupta, 1997). TheEXIN synaptic plasticity rules have been used to model the development of disparity selectivity(Marshall, 1990c), motion selectivity and grouping (Marshall, 1990a, 1995b; Schmitt &Marshall, 1995), orientation selectivity (Marshall, 1990d), and length selectivity and end-stopping(Marshall, 1990b).Note that the EXIN lateral inhibitory plasticity rule (Equation 1) is an asymmetric rule;lateral inhibitory pathways from active neurons to inactive weaken, however, lateral inhibitorypathways from inactive neurons to other neurons do not change. This asymmetry makes itpossible to produce RF expansion in the inactive neurons in response to articial scotomaconditioning and retinal lesions, without necessarily producing RF expansion in neurons that areactivated. The EXIN lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule directly reduces inhibition toneurons inactivated by peripheral scotomas or lesions, thus making them more likely to respondto some visual stimuli. The EXIN lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule enhances theeciency of a neural network's representation of perceptual patterns, by recruiting unused andunder-used neurons to represent input patterns (Marshall, 1995a; Marshall & Gupta, 1998). Incomparison, the LISSOM lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule weakens lateral inhibitorypathways from inactive neurons to active neurons , thereby tending to make the active neuronsmore strongly active and to suppress the inactive neurons more strongly. In the LISSOM model,59
neurons that are inactive or very weakly active because of a peripheral scotoma or because ofweak aerent excitatory pathways can become more responsive to some specic visual featureonly indirectly via weakening of either aerent excitatory pathways to other active neurons orlateral excitatory pathways to other active neurons.Thalamocortical aerent arbors can spread over a large cortical area; thalamocorticalaerents from the lateral geniculate nucleus can extend over a region up to 3 mm in cat primaryvisual cortex (Humphrey et al., 1985). Gilbert & Wiesel (1983) observed thalamocortical arborsthat extended 2 mm in layer 4 of primary visual cortex of cats. Interlaminar excitatory pathwaysin the primary visual cortex of cats spread over a few millimeters (Gilbert & Wiesel, 1983). Thus,large overlap in the aerent excitatory inputs to model neurons in the simulations is reasonable.In animal cortex, lateral pathways spread over large distances. Axonal arbors of GABAergiclarge basket neurons extend up to 1:5 mm in cortex and terminate on the soma of pyramidalneurons in small patches of cortex (Somogyi et al., 1983; Somogyi & Martin, 1985). Based on theanatomical structure of the axonal arbors of basket neurons, these neurons appear to have thegreatest eect on neurons with orientation selectivity similar to their own; however, they mayaect neurons with other orientations and other RF positions (Martin, 1988). Long-rangeinhibitory inuences in cortex may also be subserved by the long-range horizontal pathways thatextend 2{8 mm in primary visual cortex of cat (Gilbert & Wiesel, 1983, 1989). The long-rangehorizontal pathways have an excitatory eect at low stimulation strength and have an inhibitoryeect at high stimulation strength (Gil & Amitai, 1996; Weliky et al., 1995). Furthermore, theexcitatory and inhibitory eects of the long-range horizontal connections are concentrated onneurons with similar orientation selectivity to that of the source neuron (Weliky et al., 1995).Combined measurement of spiking point-spread using extracellular recording and opticalpoint-spread in cat primary visual cortex showed that the spiking point-spread accounts for only5% of the optical point-spread; the remainder of the optical point-spread was largely caused byinhibition (Das & Gilbert, 1995a). The optical point-spread had a diameter between 3:2 and5:2 mm and showed greatest magnitude for cortical neurons with similar stimulus orientationpreference to that of the spiking neurons.These data are consistent with the suggestion that cortical neurons with common inputs, and60
hence similar properties, should have relatively strong lateral inhibitory pathways between them,for improved stimulus discrimination (e.g., orientation selectivity, disparity selectivity, lengthselectivity, spatial frequency selectivity, motion direction selectivity) and sparse distributedcoding. Thus, lateral inhibitory plasticity may play an active and important role in thedevelopment of cortical function. An alternative is to hardwire lateral inhibitory pathway weightsas a function of cortical distance. However, the strength of lateral inhibitory pathways in primaryvisual cortex is not uniform, but depends on topographical organization of RF properties such asorientation selectivity (Weliky et al., 1995).5.7 Neurophysiological realization of the EXIN lateral inhibitory plasticityruleThe EXIN model is a functional model that describes modications in the eective synapticweights, including modications in eective lateral inhibitory weights. In vivo, intracorticalinhibition is mediated by inhibitory interneurons, which receive excitation from excitatoryneurons in addition to aerent input (Douglas & Martin, 1991; Somogyi, 1989).Neurophysiologically, the EXIN lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule could be realized ina disynaptic circuit containing a lateral excitatory horizontal connection (either short- orlong-range) and an inhibitory interneuron, either by modifying the excitatory weights from theexcitatory neuron or by changing the inhibitory weight from the inhibitory neuron(Darian-Smith & Gilbert, 1994, 1995; Das & Gilbert, 1995ab; Gilbert et al., 1996; Hirsch &Gilbert, 1993). The axonal arbors of many inhibitory neurons (e.g., clutch, basket, chandelier)terminate mainly on excitatory neurons (Somogyi, 1989; Somogyi & Martin, 1985), and axonalarbors of most excitatory neurons terminate on other excitatory neurons (McGuire et al., 1991;Somogyi, 1989; Somogyi & Martin, 1985). During development, lateral pathways in the primaryvisual cortex are initially widespread, and then develop into clustered patches (Katz &Callaway, 1992; Dalva & Katz, 1994). The development of the lateral connectivity depends onexternal input (Katz & Callaway, 1992). The axonal arbors of inhibitory large basket neurons arealso clustered (Somogyi & Martin, 1985) and may develop from initially widespread pathwaysduring development, suggesting that there is synaptic plasticity in these connections. Stimulation61
of the long-range horizontal excitatory pathways produce excitatory and inhibitory eects onexcitatory neurons (Gil & Amitai, 1996; Weliky et al., 1995). Thus, changing the ecacy oflateral inhibitory pathways or the lateral excitatory pathways to inhibitory neurons will changeeective inhibition to cortical neurons. Hirsch & Gilbert (1993) have suggested that long-termdepression could be a decrease in the strength of excitatory connections or an increase in thestrength of inhibitory connections. If the synapses of the long-range excitatory connections toboth excitatory and inhibitory neurons change, then to be consistent with the EXIN inhibitoryrule, the synapses onto inhibitory neurons should change faster than the synapses onto excitatoryneurons, so that the overall eect is a change in lateral inhibition.Plasticity in inhibitory synapses would be more likely to produce large RF changes thanplasticity in excitatory synapses on inhibitory interneurons. The axonal arbors of many inhibitoryneurons (e.g., clutch, basket, chandelier) terminate mainly on excitatory neurons (Somogyi, 1989;Somogyi & Martin, 1985), and axonal arbors of most excitatory neurons terminate on otherexcitatory neurons (McGuire et al., 1991; Somogyi, 1989; Somogyi & Martin, 1985).Thalamocortical stimulation produces a monosynaptic EPSP and a disynaptic IPSP in primaryvisual cortical neurons, but disynaptic EPSPs are rarely produced (Gil & Amitai, 1996;Ferster, 1989). Neurons receive disynaptic IPSPs because of thalamocortical excitation at allstimulation intensities that evoke early EPSPs (Gil & Amitai, 1996). Weak stimulation of thelong-range horizontal excitatory pathways produces excitatory eects on excitatory neurons, butstrong stimulation leads to inhibition of excitatory neurons (Gil & Amitai, 1996;Weliky et al., 1995); this implies that inhibitory interneurons are inactive or very weakly activeduring weak stimulation of the long-range horizontal excitatory pathways. The above datasuggest that the inhibition received by excitatory neurons from inhibitory interneurons tends tobe stronger than the lateral excitation received by the excitatory neurons. Thus, changing theecacy of lateral inhibitory pathways directly (using the EXIN lateral inhibitory synapticplasticity rule) may aect RF properties more drastically than changing lateral excitatorypathways to inhibitory neurons or lateral excitatory pathways to excitatory neurons (e.g., usingthe LISSOM lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity rule).62
5.8 ConclusionsThe major conclusions of this paper are:1. the subtle distinction between instar and outstar rules produces a dramatic dierence inneural behavior and plasticity;2. the outstar EXIN lateral inhibitory and the instar LISSOM lateral excitatory synapticplasticity rules are sucient to produce eects consistent with neurophysiological data onRF changes after articial scotoma conditioning and retinal lesions in adult animals;3. the instar LISSOM lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity rule produces eects contrary toexperimental data;4. the adaptation networks do not produce stable RF changes after scotoma conditioning; and5. synaptic plasticity in aerent excitatory pathways does not contribute to RF changes afterarticial scotoma conditioning and retinal lesions.
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6 AppendixThe parameter values used to simulate the three models were chosen as follows. The notation [a]is dened to mean max(0; a).6.1 Parameters for the EXIN model simulationsThe following parameters were used in all the EXIN simulations. To compute the initial weights, = 1:41, 	 = 0:2,   = 0:01, 
 = 0:45, and  i = 0 were used.The parameters used for computing the activations were A = 0:2, B = 2, C = 0:3,  = 0:1,and  = 0:2. The activation equation for Layer 2 neurons were numerically integrated using theEuler method with a time step of 0.2. The initial activation level of all the neurons was zero. Thesimulations were stopped at time = 110. At time = 110, the network was close to an equilibriumstate by time = 110; the maximal change in Layer 2 neuronal activation at that point was lessthan 10 5.In the simulation, the weights were modied after the Layer 2 activations reachedequilibrium on each input presentation. To compute the lateral inhibitory weight changes,parameters  = 0:2, G(a) = [a], and Q(a) = 3[a] were used. To compute the aerent excitatoryweight changes,  = 0:0016, F(a) = [a], and H(a) = 0:4[a] were used. When the aerentexcitatory synaptic plasticity was enabled, the initially zero aerent weights are not changed.This was done to speedup convergence of the aerent weights.6.1.1 Parameters for the activation equationThe parameters of the activation equation were chosen so that the network gave a distributedactivation response to an input, instead of a winner-take-all response.At equilibrium, ddtxpq = 0 and the activation levels of Layer 2 neurons are given byxpq = BEpq   CIpqA + Epq + Ipq (20)Because Equation 3 is a shunting equation, xpq(t) 2 [ C;B] if xpq(0) 2 [ C;B], for all t  0(Cohen & Grossberg, 1983). Thus, B is the maximum activation level and  C is the minimumactivation level of Layer 2 neurons. The constant A determines the passive decay rate.75
Increasing  is equivalent to increasing the input strength. As  is increased, the activationlevels of neurons receiving large excitation increase and the activation levels of neurons receivingzero or very weak excitation are suppressed. This property of the shunting equation is shown inFigure 30a. Note that as  is increased (by a factor of 21), the Layer 2 activation prole expandsvery little. The activation level of neurons receiving strong excitation increases, and the activationlevel of neurons receiving very weak or zero excitation is further suppressed. As  is increased,the activation levels of neurons rst decrease and the response prole becomes narrower. At verylarge values of , the network behaves in a winner-take-all manner (Figure 30b).Figure 30 near here.Increasing B is similar to increasing . This property of the shunting equation is shown inFigure 30c. Increasing C causes the Layer 2 activation prole to shift downwards. This propertyof the shunting equation is shown in Figure 30d. At very large values of C, the network behavesin a winner-take-all manner.The parameters were chosen so that none of the terms in the shunting equation (Equation 3)dominates the others. With such a choice, changes in the weights resulted in signicant changesin RF size, shape, and responsiveness. The desirable dynamic RF changes can be obtained for awide range of choices for the parameters in the shunting equation, as long as no term dominatesthe others.The stability of the activation equation was established empirically. The activation equationwas computed using the Euler method. Care was taken to ensure that the step size and thenumber of steps resulted in convergence and that there were no oscillations. Figure 31 shows theactivation as a function of time of 30 Layer 2 neurons in response to input at (15; 15).Figure 31 near here.Figures 32b{c show that the activation equation converged during the training phase. Duringthe training phase, the sum over all the Layer 2 neurons of the absolute change in activation level,at each step of the Euler method, is averaged over training input presentation at intervals of 100input presentations. 76
Figure 32 near here.Figures 32b{c demonstrate the convergence of the shunting equation during the trainingphase using normal stimuli and scotoma stimuli, respectively, in the EXIN network with onlylateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled. The activation equation also converged to a xedpoint during the other types of conditioning; the maximal change in Layer 2 neuronal activationwas less than 10 5.6.1.2 Parameters for the learning equationsThe rates of weight change in the EXIN synaptic plasticity rules were chosen so that spuriouscorrelations do not produce large changes in the connection weights; only consistent correlationsover several input presentations produce signicant changes in connection weights.Figure 32a plots the sum of the absolute weight change in all lateral inhibitory pathways afterevery 100 training input presentations, in the EXIN network with only lateral inhibitory synapticplasticity enabled during normal conditioning.During the normal conditioning phase, the EXIN network simulations with lateral inhibitoryplasticity alone, with aerent excitatory plasticity alone, and with both lateral inhibitory andaerent excitatory plasticity were trained until the sum of the absolute weight change in plasticpathways after every 100 input presentations reached an asymptote.The Euclidean distance between the network weight vector before and after an additional10; 000 training steps (D), was compared with the average Euclidean distance between thenetwork weight vectors at successive intervals of 100 training steps (d). With lateral inhibitorysynaptic plasticity alone D = 24:599667, d = 15:691748 0:251141 (D=d = 1:568), with aerentexcitatory synaptic plasticity alone D = 0:451494 and d = 0:050187 0:000005 (D=d = 8:996),and with both synaptic plasticity rules D = 0:699971 and d = 0:052240 0:000005(D=d = 13:399) for the aerent excitatory weights and D = 19:516132 andd = 12:193612 0:194959 (D=d = 1:601) for the lateral inhibitory weights. In all casesD=d 10; 000=100 = 100, suggesting that the networks are close to an equilibrium point.77
6.2 Parameters for the LISSOM simulationsTo compute the initial weights in the LISSOM simulations  = 1, e = 1:41, i = 2:36,  = 0:01,  e = 0:1, and  i = 0:001 were used.The parameters used for computing the activations were  = 0:8, e = 1:8, and i = 1:3.During training and testing LISSOM with only aerent excitatory, lateral excitatory, or lateralinhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled, the activation equation was close to an equilibrium state by30 iterations. The initial value of the activation level was zero for all neurons.The weights were modied after the Layer 2 activations reached equilibrium on each inputpresentation. To compute the weight changes, parameters  = 0:01, e = 0:0005, and i = 0:01were used. The weights, which were initially set to zero, were not changed. Without thisrestriction, normalization would cause all the weights to become very small.6.2.1 Parameters for the activation equationThe parameters of the activation equation were chosen so that the network gave a distributedactivation response to its inputs. The LISSOM activation equation rapidly converges (Sirosh &Miikkulainen, 1994b). The parameters were chosen so that none of the terms in the LISSOMactivation equation (Equation 14) dominated the others. In all the LISSOM simulations, themaximal change in Layer 2 neuronal activation was less than 10 5 when the activation equationcomputation was stopped.6.2.2 Parameters for the learning equationsThe rates of weight change in the LISSOM synaptic plasticity rules were chosen so that changesin the connection weights because of spurious correlations gets averaged over a large number ofinput presentations.In the initial normal conditioning phase, the networks were trained until the amount ofweight change reached an asymptote (the criterion is the same as for the EXIN simulations).With an additional 10,000 normal training inputs, D = 0:219775, d = 0:017082 0:000001(D=d = 12:866) with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled, D = 2:256291 andd = 0:620959 0:000422 (D=d = 3:634) with only lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled,78
and D = 3:065377 and d = 0:795790 0:000873 (D=d = 3:852) with only aerent excitatorysynaptic plasticity enabled. D=d 100, suggesting that the networks are close to an equilibriumstate.6.3 Parameters for the adaptation model simulationsTo compute the initial weights in the inhibition-dominant adaptation model, parameters = 2:13, e = 1:19, i = 3:53,   = 0:01,  e = 0:1, and  i = 0:001 were used.In the adaptation model with no lateral interaction, the lateral excitatory and lateralinhibitory weights were set to zero. The excitation-dominant adaptation model had the sameweights as the inhibition-dominant adaptation model. The initial adaptation level was 0.In the inhibition-dominant adaptation model, the parameters used for computing theactivations were A = 0:2, B = 2, C = 0:3,  = 1, e = 0:1, and  = 8. The activation equationsfor Layer 2 neurons were numerically integrated using the Euler method with a time step of 1=75.The network was very close to an equilibrium state by time = 15; the maximal change in Layer 2neuronal activation was less than 10 5.In the adaptation model with no lateral interaction, the activation equation was solvedanalytically. With no lateral interactions, the activation equation equilibrates whenxpq = BEpqA + Epq ; (21)where Epq = (i;j)2Layer 1[xij ]Z+ij;pq, A = 0:2, B = 2, and  = 1.In the excitation-dominant adaptation model, A = 0:2, B = 2, C = 0:3,  = 0:1, e = 0:01,and  = 0. The activation equations for Layer 2 neurons were numerically integrated using theEuler method with a time step of 1=75. The network reached an equilibrium state by time = 15.In all three adaptation models, the initial activation level of all neurons was zero. Theadaptation threshold parameters were modied after the Layer 2 activations reached equilibriumon each input presentation. To compute the changes in the adaptation threshold,  = 0:0004, = 0:3, and  = 15 were used in the inhibition-dominant adaptation model. In the adaptationmodel without lateral interaction and the excitation-dominant adaptation model,  = 0:0004, = 0:3, and  = 2 were used. 79
6.3.1 Parameters for the activation equationThe shunting equation (Equation 16) was used in the adaptation models. However, the activationequation in the adaptation models diers from the activation equation in the EXIN model in tworespects: (1) the presence of lateral excitation in the adaptation model; (2) the threshold incomputing lateral excitation and lateral inhibition. The parameters of the activation equationwere chosen so that the network gave a distributed response to its inputs.The activation equation in the adaptation model behaved similarly to the activation equationin the EXIN model. To make the model inhibition-dominant (excitation-dominant) the constante was chosen to be much smaller (larger) than the constant . As neurons are habituated theypropagate less lateral excitation and lateral inhibition.In all the adaptation model simulations, the maximal change in Layer 2 neuronal activationwas less than 10 6 when the activation equation computation was stopped. The adaptationmodel with no lateral interaction had a unique xed point (Equation 21).6.3.2 Parameters for the adaptation equationThe rate of the adaptation equation was chosen so that the adaptation level of neurons dependedon neuronal activation over a large number of input presentations. In the initial normalconditioning phase, the networks were trained until the amount of weight change reached anasymptote (the criterion is the same as for the EXIN simulations).With an additional 10,000 normal training inputs, D = 0:229360, d = 0:088466 0:000293(D=d = 2:593) in the network with no lateral interaction, D = 0:113066 andd = 0:032176 0:000004 (D=d = 3:514) in the inhibition dominant network, and D = 0:131278and d = 0:026841 0:000017 (D=d = 4:891) in the excitation dominant network. In the all thesenetworks D=d 100, suggesting that the networks are close to an equilibrium point.6.4 Parameters for generating the inputs for the simulationsIn generating the input patterns for training, the kernel K wasK = 264 0:55 0:74 0:550:74 1:00 0:740:55 0:74 0:55 375 :80
The probability, , that the input at each position is 1 was 0.02.6.5 Parameters for RF measurementsThe threshold  used for RF measurements was chosen as follows. The activation level of Layer 2neurons was scaled relative to 1:25 times the maximal response of Layer 2 neuron to test stimuli,in the network obtained after the initial whole-eld stimulation. In all the simulations,  = 0:01.6.6 Conditioning procedureAfter setting the initial weights in the models, the equilibrium state of the weights or theadaptation levels with respect to the inputs used in the simulations was obtained by training thenetworks with 25,000 presentations of normal stimuli, except for the EXIN network with aerentsynaptic plasticity, and the EXIN network with aerent and lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity,which were trained with 50,000 presentations of normal stimuli, and the LISSOM network withonly lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity, which was trained with 75,000 presentations of normalstimuli. For scotoma and complementary scotoma conditioning and for reversing the eects ofscotoma and complementary scotoma conditioning, 5000 presentations of the appropriate stimuluswere used, except for the EXIN network with aerent synaptic plasticity and the EXIN networkwith aerent and lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity, which were trained with 50,000 inputpresentations, and the LISSOM network with only lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity, whichwas trained with 25,000 input presentations. In complementary scotoma conditioning, thecomplementary scotoma stimuli were alternated.
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Measurement Exp'tal EXIN EXIN LISSOM LISSOM LISSOM AN AN ANData Outstar Instar Instar Instar Instar with no Exc. Inh.Lateral Aerent Lateral Lateral Aerent lateral Dom. Dom.Inh. Exc. Inh. Exc. Exc. inter-Learning Learning Learning Learning Learning actionsalone alone alone alone aloneRF expansioninside the scotoma Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes YesAsymmetric RFprole afterscotomaconditioning Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes YesAsymmetric RFmore responsiveto locationsaway fromscotoma center Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No YesMaximal RFexpansion justinside thecortical scotomaboundary Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No YesFunction returnsin concentricinward direction Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes YesRetinal lesionproduces smallcentrifugalRF shifts Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No YesBlank displaychanges RF size No No No No No No Yes Yes YesComplem. scotomacond. producespeak expansionnear scotomaboundary ?? Yes No Yes No No No/Yes No/Yes No/YesComplem. scotomacond. shifts RFsacross and closeto the scotomaboundary towardeach other ?? Yes No Yes No No No/No No/Yes Yes/No
Table 1
Figure 1: Site of RF changes. The RF of cortical neurons changes when input excitation andinhibition to the neurons change. Cortical neurons receive aerent, lateral, and feedback excitation.Cortical neurons receive lateral inhibition from inhibitory neurons (shown by the shaded ellipse inlayer 2). The excitatory cortical neurons (represented by the unlled ellipses) send lateral excitationto excitatory and inhibitory neurons. Changes in input excitation and inhibition can occur becauseof synaptic plasticity in excitatory and inhibitory synapses, respectively, or because of adaptationcortical neurons.
Figure 2: Network architecture for the EXIN model. The aerent pathways from Layer 1to Layer 2 are excitatory. The lateral pathways within Layer 2 are inhibitory. The unlled ellipsesrepresent the aerent connectivity pattern from Layer 1 to Layer 2 neurons. The shaded ellipsesrepresent the RFs of Layer 2 neurons. The strength of lateral inhibitory pathways is a function ofthe amount of overlap in the aerent connectivity patterns to the Layer 2 neurons. The strengthof lateral inhibitory pathways is indicated by the thickness of the arrows.
Figure 3: The eects of scotoma conditioning on the EXIN model. The unlled ellipsesrepresent the aerent connectivity pattern from Layer 1 to Layer 2 neurons. The shaded ellipsesrepresent the RFs of Layer 2 neurons. The parallelogram within Layer 1 represents the scotomaregion, and the parallelogram within Layer 2 represents the cortical scotoma region before scotomaconditioning. (a) The network state before scotoma conditioning. Neuron (r; s) is in the corticalscotoma region because its RF is within the scotoma region; neuron (p; q) is outside the corticalscotoma region. (b) The network state after scotoma conditioning with only lateral inhibitorysynaptic plasticity enabled. After scotoma conditioning, lateral inhibitory connections betweenneurons in the cortical scotoma and lateral inhibitory connections between neurons outside thecortical scotoma do not change. However, lateral inhibitory connections from neurons outside thecortical scotoma (e.g., (p; q)) to neurons inside the cortical scotoma (e.g., (r; s)) weaken (dashedline). The decrease in inhibition received by neuron (r; s) results in expansion of its RF. (c) Thenetwork state after scotoma conditioning with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled.After scotoma conditioning, aerent connections to neurons in the cortical scotoma do not change.However, aerent connections from locations inside the scotoma to neurons outside the corticalscotoma (e.g., (p; q)) weaken (dashed line). Neurons inside the cortical scotoma (e.g., (r; s))receive less inhibition from neuron (p; q) when locations inside the scotoma are stimulated. Thus,neuron (r; s) shows new responsiveness to these locations, and its RF size thus increases.Figure 4: Network architecture for the LISSOM model and the inhibition-dominantadaptation model. The connections from Layer 1 to Layer 2 are excitatory. There are lateralinhibitory and excitatory connections between Layer 2 neuron (p; q) and Layer 2 neurons withinthe inner ellipse (e.g., (r; s)). Neuron (p; q) also sends both inhibitory and excitatory connectionsto itself. The lateral connections between neuron (p; q) and Layer 2 neurons (e.g., (u; v)) outsidethe inner ellipse and inside the outer ellipse are inhibitory. The unlled ellipses in Layer 1 representthe aerent connectivity pattern from Layer 1 to Layer 2 neurons. The shaded ellipses representthe RFs of Layer 2 neurons.
Figure 5: The eects of scotoma conditioning on the LISSOM model. The unlledellipses in Layer 1 represent the aerent connectivity pattern from Layer 1 to Layer 2 neurons. Theshaded ellipses represent the RFs of Layer 2 neurons. The parallelogram within Layer 1 representsthe scotoma region, and the parallelogram within Layer 2 represents the cortical scotoma regionbefore scotoma conditioning. (a) The network state before scotoma conditioning. Neurons (r; s)and (a; b) are inside the cortical scotoma region because their RFs are within the scotoma region.Neurons (p; q), (u; v), and (c; d) are outside the cortical scotoma region. There are excitatory andinhibitory connections between neuron (p; q) and neurons in the small ellipse (e.g., (u; v) and (r; s)).The connections between neuron (p; q) and the neurons outside the small ellipse and inside the largeellipse are inhibitory. (b) The network state after scotoma conditioning with only instar lateralinhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled. The dashed lines represent a decrease in the connectionweights and the thick lines represent an increase in the connection weights. (c) The network stateafter scotoma conditioning with only instar lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled. (d) Thenetwork state after scotoma conditioning with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled.Figure 6: The eects of scotoma conditioning on the inhibition-dominant adaptationmodel. The unlled ellipses represent the aerent connectivity pattern from Layer 1 to Layer 2neurons. The shaded ellipses represent the RFs of Layer 2 neurons. The parallelogram withinLayer 1 represents the scotoma region, and the parallelogram within Layer 2 represents the corticalscotoma region before scotoma conditioning. (a) The network state before scotoma conditioning.All Layer 2 neurons have almost the same adaptation level (shaded circles). Thus, all Layer 2neurons have almost the same RF size. (b) The network state after scotoma conditioning. Theneurons inside the cortical scotoma are dishabituated (white circles) and hence are highly responsiveto input stimulation. The neurons inside the cortical scotoma inhibit neurons outside the corticalscotoma and in turn receive weaker inhibition. Thus, neurons within the cortical scotoma showRF expansion.
Figure 7: Simulation results: RF expansion and contraction. The RFs of Layer 2neurons that showed maximal expansion, in the EXIN network with only lateral inhibitory synapticplasticity enabled (a,d,g), the LISSOM network with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticityenabled (b,e,h), and the inhibition-dominant adaptation network (c,f,i) are shown. The innersquare indicates the extent of the scotoma. The responsiveness of the neurons to the test stimuli isproportional to the gray level. Panels (a,b,c) show the initial RF, (d,e,f) show the RF after scotomaconditioning using a 13  13 square scotoma centered at (15; 15), and (g,h,i) show the RF afterre-conditioning using normal stimuli. Panels (d,e,f) show expansion, and (g,h,i) show that the RF isrestored by re-conditioning with normal stimuli. In the EXIN network with only lateral inhibitorysynaptic plasticity enabled and in the inhibition-dominant adaptation network, the center of theRF is within the scotoma (d,f). In contrast, in the LISSOM network with only lateral inhibitorysynaptic plasticity enabled the center of the RF is outside the scotoma (e). Furthermore, the RFsshown in panels (a,c), which are within the scotoma, cross the scotoma boundary after articialscotoma conditioning, as shown in panels (d,f). The RF in panel (b), which is outside the scotoma,crosses the scotoma boundary after articial scotoma conditioning, as shown in panel (e).Figure 8: Simulation results: The iceberg eect. Layer 2 neuron responsiveness beforescotoma conditioning (solid line), after scotoma conditioning (dashed line), and after re-conditioningwith normal stimuli (dotted line) are shown. Neuron activations in the EXIN network with onlylateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled (a), the LISSOM network with only lateral inhibitorysynaptic plasticity enabled (b), and the inhibition-dominant adaptation network (c), are shown asa function of one-dimensional input positions across Layer 1 passing through the scotoma center.The responsiveness is for the neurons in Figure 7. The responsiveness is computed by summing theresponse of the Layer 2 neuron to test stimuli along the y axis at each x axis position. The neuronposition is represented relative to the x coordinate of the scotoma center. The scotoma is a squareof size 13 13. The thick line segment on the abscissa represents the scotoma region.
Figure 9: Simulation results: RF size as a function of position. The RF area before scotomaconditioning (solid line), after scotoma conditioning (dashed line), and after re-conditioning withnormal stimuli (dotted line) in the EXIN network with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticityenabled (a), the LISSOM network with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled (b), andthe inhibition-dominant adaptation network (c), are shown as a function of the position of theinitial RF center of Layer 2 neurons relative to the scotoma center (15; 15). The RF area shownis for a one-dimensional cross-section through Layer 2: neurons (15; 0){(15; 29). In panel (c) thedotted curve overlaps with the solid curve. The RF area of a Layer 2 neuron is the number oflocations at which the test stimulus evokes a response in the Layer 2 neuron. See Figure 8 forsimulation details and conventions.Figure 10: Simulation results: Changes in RF after scotoma conditioning with a smallerscotoma. The RF area before scotoma conditioning (solid line), after scotoma conditioning (dashedline), and after re-conditioning with normal stimuli (dotted line) in the EXIN network with onlylateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled (a), the LISSOM network with only lateral inhibitorysynaptic plasticity enabled (b), and the inhibition-dominant adaptation network (c), are shownas a function of the position of the initial RF center of Layer 2 neurons relative to the scotomacenter (15; 15). The scotoma is a square of size 9 9 centered at (15; 15). In panel (c) the dottedcurve overlaps with the solid curve. See Figure 9 for the denition of RF size. The RF area shownis for a one-dimensional cross-section through Layer 2: neurons (15; 0){(15; 29). The thick linesegment on the abscissa represents the scotoma region.
Figure 11: Simulation results: Recovery of responsiveness of Layer 2 neurons. Thegures show the activation pattern in Layer 2 in response to input outside the scotoma beforescotoma conditioning (solid line), after 2500 steps of scotoma conditioning (dashed line), andafter 5000 steps of scotoma conditioning (dotted line) in the EXIN network with only lateralinhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled (a), the LISSOM network with only lateral inhibitory synapticplasticity enabled (b), and the inhibition-dominant adaptation network (c). The abscissa representsthe distance of initial RF center of Layer 2 neurons from the scotoma center. The input is a teststimulus centered at Layer 1 neuron (15; 6). Panels (a) and (c) show recovery of neurons in aconcentric inward direction. In panel (b) responsiveness is lost in a concentric inward direction.See Figure 8 for simulation details and conventions.Figure 12: RF shift as function of position. Shift in RF center after scotoma conditioning(solid line) and after re-conditioning with normal stimuli (dashed line) with respect to the initialRF centers is shown as a function of distance of the initial RF center of Layer 2 neurons from thescotoma center for the EXIN network with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled (a),the LISSOM network with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled (b), and the inhibition-dominant adaptation network (c). The RF shift shown is for a one-dimensional cross-sectionthrough Layer 2: neurons (15; 0){(15; 29). Positive and negative shifts represent a shift awayfrom and toward the center of the scotoma, respectively. The RF center of a Layer 2 neuron is thecenter of moment of the neuron's responsiveness to input at dierent positions within its RF. SeeFigure 8 for simulation details and conventions.
Figure 13: Simulation results: Blank screen causes RF changes in the inhibition-dominant adaptation model. The RF area after scotoma conditioning (solid line), after 2500steps of conditioning with blank stimuli (dashed line), and after 5000 steps of conditioning withblank stimuli (dotted line) in the inhibition-dominant adaptation network after 5000 steps ofscotoma conditioning (a), and after 15000 steps of scotoma conditioning (b), are shown as afunction of the position of the initial RF center of Layer 2 neurons relative to the scotomacenter (15; 15). In (a) the neurons in the cortical scotoma were not fully dishabituated and thereforeshow RF expansion during no visual stimulation. In (b) prolonged inactivity in neurons in thecortical scotoma causes them to become almost fully dishabituated. With no visual stimulation,the neurons outside the cortical scotoma are dishabituated and they exert stronger inhibition onneurons inside the cortical scotoma. Thus, neurons outside the cortical scotoma show RF expansion,and neurons inside the cortical scotoma, which were highly dishabituated, show RF contraction.See Figure 10 for simulation details and conventions.Figure 14: Simulation results: RF size changes in other adaptation models. TheRF area before scotoma conditioning (solid line), after scotoma conditioning (dashed line), and afterre-conditioning with normal stimuli (dotted line) in the inhibition-dominant adaptation networkwithout prior normal stimulation (a), the adaptation network without lateral connections (b), andthe excitation-dominant adaptation network (c), are shown as a function of the position of theinitial RF center of Layer 2 neurons relative to the scotoma center (15; 15). In panel (b) the dottedcurve overlaps with the solid curve. See Figure 9 for simulation details and conventions.
Figure 15: Simulation results: The iceberg eect in other adaptation models. Layer 2neuron responsiveness before scotoma conditioning (solid line), after scotoma conditioning (dashedline), and after re-conditioning with normal stimuli (dotted line) in the inhibition-dominantadaptation network without prior normal stimulation (a), the adaptation network without lateralconnections (b), and the excitation-dominant adaptation network (c), are shown as a function ofone-dimensional input positions across Layer 1 passing through the scotoma center. See Figure 8for simulation details and conventions.Figure 16: Simulation results: RF shifts in other adaptation models. Shift in RF centerafter scotoma conditioning (solid line) and after re-conditioning with normal stimuli (dashed line)with respect to the initial RF centers is shown as a function of distance of the initial RF center ofLayer 2 neurons from the scotoma center for the inhibition-dominant adaptation network withoutprior normal stimulation (a), the adaptation network without lateral connections (b), and theexcitation-dominant adaptation network (c). In panel (b) the solid and the dashed curves overlapwith the abscissa. See Figure 12 for simulation details and conventions.Figure 17: Simulation results: Recovery of responsiveness in other adaptationmodels. The gures show the activation pattern in Layer 2 in response to input outside thescotoma before scotoma conditioning (solid line), after 2500 steps of scotoma conditioning (dashedline), and after 5000 steps of scotoma conditioning (dotted line) in the inhibition-dominantadaptation network without prior normal stimulation (a), the adaptation network without lateralconnections (b), and the excitation-dominant adaptation network (c). The input is a test stimuluscentered at Layer 1 neuron (15; 6). See Figure 11 for simulation details and conventions.
Figure 18: Simulation results: RF size changes caused by aerent excitatory plasticity.The RF area before scotoma conditioning (solid line), after scotoma conditioning (dashed line),and after re-conditioning with normal stimuli (dotted line) in the EXIN network with only aerentexcitatory synaptic plasticity enabled (a), the LISSOM network with only aerent excitatorysynaptic plasticity enabled (b), and the EXIN network with aerent excitatory and lateral inhibitorysynaptic plasticity (c), are shown as a function of the position of the RF center of Layer 2 neuronsrelative to the scotoma center (15; 15). See Figure 9 for conventions and simulation details.Figure 19: Simulation results: RF proles of neurons that show expansion orcontraction. Layer 2 neuron RF proles before scotoma conditioning (solid line), after scotomaconditioning (dashed line), and after re-conditioning with normal stimuli (dotted line) in the EXINnetwork with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled (a,b), and the LISSOM networkwith only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled (c,d), as a function of a one-dimensionalinput positions across Layer 1 passing through the scotoma center. In (a) and (c), the neurons showRF expansion, and in (b) and (d), the neurons show RF contraction. See Figure 8 for simulationdetails and conventions. The thick line on the abscissa represents the scotoma region. In (a) and(c), the neurons showed RF expansion, and in (b) and (d) the neurons showed RF contraction.Figure 20: Simulation results: Activation proles in response to inputs at locationsaway from the scotoma. The gure shows activation of a one-dimensional cross-section of Layer 2neurons: (15; 0){(15; 29), in response to input stimulation at (15; 26) (a), (15; 27) (b), (15; 28) (c),and (15; 29) (d) in the EXIN network with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled.The activation level of the neurons was scaled by a factor of 20. See Figure 11 for conventions andsimulation details.
Figure 21: Simulation results: Recovery of responsiveness of Layer 2 neurons causedby aerent excitatory plasticity. The gures show the activation pattern in Layer 2 in responseto input outside the scotoma before scotoma conditioning (solid line), after 2500 steps of scotomaconditioning (dashed line), and after 5000 steps of scotoma conditioning (dotted line) in the EXINnetwork with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled (a) and the LISSOM networkwith only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled (b). See Figure 11 for conventions andsimulation details.
Figure 22: Simulation results: RF shifts caused by aerent excitatory plasticity.Shift in RF center after scotoma conditioning (solid line), after re-conditioning withnormal stimuli for 50,000 steps (dashed line), and after re-conditioning with normal stimulifor 100,000 steps (dotted line) with respect to the initial RF centers is shown as a function ofdistance of the initial RF center of Layer 2 neurons from the scotoma center for the EXIN networkwith only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled (a), the LISSOM network with only aerentexcitatory synaptic plasticity enabled (b), and the EXIN network with both aerent excitatory andlateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity (c). See Figure 12 for conventions and simulation details.
Figure 23: Simulation results: RF changes in the LISSOM network with only lateralexcitatory plasticity enabled. (a) The RF area before scotoma conditioning (solid line), afterscotoma conditioning (dashed line), and after re-conditioning with normal stimuli (dotted line),is shown as a function of the position of the initial RF center of Layer 2 neurons relative tothe scotoma center (15; 15). See Figure 9 for conventions and simulation details. (b) Layer 2neuron responsiveness before scotoma conditioning (solid line), after scotoma conditioning (dashedline), and after re-conditioning with normal stimuli (dotted line), are shown as a function ofone-dimensional input positions across Layer 1 passing through the scotoma center. See Figure 8for conventions and simulation details. (c) The activation pattern in Layer 2 in response toinput outside the scotoma before scotoma conditioning (solid line), after 2,500 steps of scotomaconditioning (dashed line), and after 5,000 steps of scotoma conditioning (dotted line). Theinput is a test stimulus centered at Layer 1 neuron (15; 6). (d) Shift in RF center after scotomaconditioning (solid line) and after re-conditioning with normal stimuli (dashed line) with respectto the initial RF centers is shown as a function of distance of Layer 2 neurons from the scotomacenter. See Figure 12 for conventions and simulation details.Figure 24: Simulation results: Average RF size changes after complementaryscotoma conditioning. The average RF area before complementary scotoma conditioning (solidline), after complementary scotoma conditioning (dashed line), and after re-conditioning withnormal stimuli (dotted line) in the EXIN network with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticityenabled (a), the LISSOM network with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled (b), andthe inhibition-dominant adaptation network (c), are shown as a function of the position of theinitial RF center of Layer 2 neurons relative to the scotoma center. The scotoma is a hemield ofsize 15 30. The average RF area shown at each position is the mean over the RF area of neuronswith same x coordinate. The RF area of a Layer 2 neuron is dened as the number of locationsat which the test stimulus evokes a response in the Layer 2 neuron. In panel (c) the dotted curveoverlaps with the solid curve. The thick line segment on the abscissa represents the scotoma region.
Figure 25: Simulation results: Average RF size changes after complementary scotomaconditioning. The average RF area before complementary scotoma conditioning (solid line),after complementary scotoma conditioning (dashed line), and after re-conditioning with normalstimuli (dotted line) in the EXIN network with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticityenabled (a), the LISSOM network with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled (b),and the LISSOM network with only instar lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled (c), areshown as a function of the position of the initial RF center of Layer 2 neurons relative to thescotoma center. See Figure 24 for conventions and simulation details.Figure 26: Simulation results: Average RF shifts after complementary scotomaconditioning. The average shift in the RF center after complementary scotoma conditioning (solidline) and after re-conditioning with normal stimuli (dashed line) with respect to the initialRF centers is shown as a function of distance of the initial RF center of Layer 2 neurons from thescotoma center for the EXIN network with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticity enabled (a), theLISSOM network with only lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled (b), and the adaptationnetwork (c). The average RF shift shown at each position is the mean over the shift in RF centerof neurons with same x coordinate. Positive and negative shifts represent a shift away from andtoward the center of the scotoma, respectively. The RF center of a Layer 2 neuron is the center ofmoment of the neuron's responsiveness to input at dierent positions within its RF. See Figure 24for simulation details and conventions.Figure 27: Simulation results: Average RF shifts after complementary scotomaconditioning. The average shift in the RF center after complementary scotoma conditioning (solidline) and after re-conditioning with normal stimuli (dashed line) with respect to the initialRF centers is shown as a function of distance of the initial RF center of Layer 2 neurons from thescotoma center for the EXIN network with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled (a),the LISSOM network with only aerent excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled (b), and and theLISSOM network with only instar lateral excitatory synaptic plasticity enabled (c). See Figure 26for conventions.
Figure 28: Simulation results: Average RF size changes after complementary scotomaconditioning. The average RF area before complementary scotoma conditioning (solid line),after complementary scotoma conditioning (dashed line), and after re-conditioning with normalstimuli (dotted line) in the adaptation network with no lateral interaction (a), and in the excitation-dominant adaptation network (b), are shown as a function of the position of the initial RF centerof Layer 2 neurons relative to the scotoma center. In panels (a,b) the dotted curve overlaps withthe solid curve. See Figure 24 for conventions and simulation details.Figure 29: Simulation results: Average RF shifts after complementary scotomaconditioning. The average shift in the RF center after complementary scotoma conditioning (solidline) and after re-conditioning with normal stimuli (dashed line) with respect to the initialRF centers is shown as a function of distance of the initial RF center of Layer 2 neurons from thescotoma center for the adaptation network with no lateral interaction (a) and for the excitation-dominant adaptation network (b). In panel (a) the solid and dashed curves overlap with the abscissabecause there were no RF shifts. See Figure 26 for conventions.Figure 30: Simulation results: Behavior of the EXIN network as a function of activationequation parameters. The equilibrium activation level of a one-dimensional cross-section ofLayer 2: neurons (15; 0){(15; 29), in response to input at (15; 15). The EXIN network used wasobtained after training with 25,000 normal inputs with only lateral inhibitory synaptic plasticityenabled. The network reached a stable state by time 110. (a) The parameter  in Equation 3 isvaried by a factor of 21, yet the width of the response curve increases by only a small amount.(b) When the parameter  in Equation 3 is increased from 0.2 to 4.2, the network exhibits winner-take-all behavior. (c) The parameter B in Equation 3 is varied by a factor of 16, yet the width of theresponse curve increases by only a small amount. (d) When the parameter C in Equation 3 is setto 4, the network exhibits winner-take-all behavior. When C is zero, the neurons have non-negativeactivation levels.
Figure 31: Simulation results: Activation curves in the EXIN network. The activationlevel of a one-dimensional cross-section of Layer 2: neurons (15; 0){(15; 29), in response to inputat (15; 15) in the EXIN network after training with 25,000 normal inputs with only lateral inhibitorysynaptic plasticity enabled. The network equilibrates by time 110. Note that some neurons thatwere active during the initial stages are eventually suppressed.

















































































































































































































































Lateral inhibitory weight changes





























Lateral excitatory weight changes
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(a) Number of Iteratations
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